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WHITNEY–HO¨LDER CONTINUITY OF THE SRB MEASURE
FOR TRANSVERSAL FAMILIES OF SMOOTH UNIMODAL
MAPS
VIVIANE BALADI, MICHAEL BENEDICKS, AND DANIEL SCHNELLMANN
Abstract. We consider C2 families t 7→ ft of C4 nondegenerate unimodal
maps. We study the absolutely continuous invariant probability (SRB) mea-
sure µt of ft, as a function of t on the set of Collet–Eckmann (CE) parameters:
Upper bounds: Assuming existence of a transversal CE parameter, we find a
positive measure set of CE parameters ∆, and, for each t0 ∈ ∆, a set ∆0 ⊂ ∆ of
polynomially recurrent parameters containing t0 as a Lebesgue density point,
and constants C ≥ 1, Γ > 4, so that, for every 1/2-Ho¨lder function A,∣∣∣
∫
Adµt −
∫
Adµt0
∣∣∣ ≤ C‖A‖C1/2 |t− t0|1/2| log |t− t0||Γ , ∀t ∈ ∆0 .
In addition, for all t ∈ ∆0, the renormalisation period Pt of ft satisfies Pt ≤
Pt0 , and there are uniform bounds on the rates of mixing of f
Pt
t for all t with
Pt = Pt0 . If ft(x) = tx(1 − x), the set ∆ contains almost all CE parameters.
Lower bounds: Assuming existence of a transversal mixing Misiurewicz–
Thurston parameter t0, we find a set of CE parameters ∆′MT accumulating at
t0, a constant C ≥ 1, and a C∞ function A0, so that
C|t− t0|1/2 ≥
∣∣∣
∫
A0 dµt −
∫
A0 dµt0
∣∣∣ ≥ C−1|t− t0|1/2 , ∀t ∈ ∆′MT .
1. Introduction and statement of results
Let f : X → X preserve an ergodic invariant probability measure µ which is
absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue. Then Birkhoff’s theorem implies
that there is a positive Lebesgue measure set of points x for which the time av-
erages of iterated Dirac masses 1n
∑n−1
k=0 δfk(x) converge (in the weak-∗ topology)
to µ. A measure µ with this last property is also called an SRB measure. All
SRB measures studied in the present paper are absolutely continuous, but there
exist SRB measures which are not absolutely continuous, in particular those [45]
constructed by Sinai, Ruelle, and Bowen for smooth hyperbolic systems such as
Anosov diffeomorphisms.
We are interested in differentiable one-parameter families t 7→ ft, t ∈ R of differ-
entiable dynamical systems where ft admits a unique SRB measure for a positive
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measure set of parameters t. In the case where each ft is a smooth transitive Anosov
diffeomorphism, Ruelle [31, 33] (see also [22]) showed that t 7→ RA(t) :=
∫
Adµt is
differentiable if A is a smooth enough observable, and he obtained a formula (the
linear response formula) for ∂tRA(t). Since µt can be obtained as a fixed point
for a Ruelle–Perron–Frobenius transfer operator with a spectral gap, this formula
can be proved via perturbation theory on a suitable Banach space. This result led
to the hope that linear response would hold in other dynamical situations where
the SRB measure is related to a transfer operator with good spectral properties
[32, 34, 35]. This hope was shattered when it was discovered ([6, 9], see also [28])
that linear response does not always hold in the simple situation of unimodal piece-
wise expanding interval maps. (Contrarily to Anosov maps, piecewise expanding
maps are not structurally stable.) More precisely, t 7→ RA(t) is differentiable at
t = 0 if and only ([9, Thm 7.1] see also the remarks after Theorem 1.7 below) if
the family ft is horizontal, that is, tangent to the topological class of f0 at t = 0.
Horizontality is an explicit codimension-one condition on the vector field ∂tft [11].
In the transversal (non-horizontal) case, Theorem 7.1 of [9] (see also corrigendum)
shows that the |t log |t|| modulus of continuity which had been discovered long be-
fore by Keller [23] is in fact optimal. (See also the discussion about parameters just
after Theorem 1.7.)
Piecewise expanding maps can be viewed as a toy model for the more difficult
case of smooth unimodal maps: While all unimodal piecewise expanding maps
admit a unique absolutely continuous invariant probability measure, this does not
hold in the smooth case, where vanishing of the derivative at the critical point
means that hyperbolicity is not guaranteed (and occurs at best nonuniformly).
The celebrated Collet–Eckmann condition (see (3) below) implies existence of a
(unique) absolutely continuous invariant probability measure for smooth unimodal
maps, with exponential decay of correlations in the mixing case. Indeed, one can
then construct the SRB measure as a fixed point of a transfer operator, via a suitable
tower construction (there are several such constructions; see, e.g., [44], [25], [13]).
A generic family of smooth unimodal maps ft is transversal (or non-horizontal; see
(4) below for a definition of transversality and [41], [3], [26], [12], [19] for previous
occurrences in the literature). In a transversal family, the set of Collet–Eckmann
parameters has positive measure, but does not contain any intervals. One natural
question for families of smooth unimodal maps is then to study the regularity of
t 7→ RA(t), restricting t to subsets of the Collet–Eckmann parameters. We consider
only the nondegenerate case, where f ′t(c) = 0 and f
′′
t (c) < 0 at the critical point c.
This includes the famous logistic (or quadratic) family ft = tx(1 − x). Continuity
of t → RA(t) was proved on a subset of “good” Collet–Eckmann parameters t by
Tsujii [42] and Rychlik–Sorets [38] in the 90’s. Parameters in this subset enjoy not
only qualitative slow recurrence ensuring the Collet–Eckmann property, but also
quantitative control on the various relevant constants. (See Definition 2.2 for the
notion of goodness used in the present paper.)
Quantified goodness is indeed necessary to ensure continuity, as we explain next:
A parameter t is called superstable if the critical point is periodic. For the quadratic
family, e.g., Thunberg proved [40, Theorem C] that there are superstable parameters
sn of periods pn, with sn → t, where t is a good Collet–Eckmann parameter, so
that νsn → ν, where νsn = 1pn
∑pn−1
k=0 δfksn (c), and ν is the sum of atoms on a
repelling periodic orbit of ft. Other sequences tn → t of superstable parameters
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have the property that νtn → µt, the absolutely continuous invariant measure
of ft. Dobbs and Todd [17] have pointed out to us that it is not very difficult
to construct, starting from Thunberg’s result, sequences of renormalisable Collet–
Eckmann maps (with nonuniform “goodness,” in the terminology introduced below)
converging to a Collet–Eckmann map, but such that the SRB measures do not
converge. Dobbs and Todd [17] have recently generalised this result, finding non-
renormalisable Collet–Eckmannmaps ft′n (with nonuniform “goodness”) converging
to a Collet–Eckmann map ft, but such that the SRB measures do not converge.
Such counter-examples can be constructed while requiring that ft and all maps ft′n
are Misiurewicz–Thurston. (Misiurewicz–Thurston maps are the smooth unimodal
maps enjoying the most expansion, see below (5) for a definition.) These examples
show that continuity of RA(t) cannot hold on the set of all Collet–Eckmann (or even
Misiurewicz–Thurston) parameters: Some uniformity in the constants is needed.
Existence of the SRB measure holds under conditions much weaker than Collet–
Eckmann (see [30] and references therein). Continuity of the SRB measure can
be studied on suitable sets of “good” parameters enjoying this weaker property.
(We would like also to draw attention to the exciting new approach of Shen [39]
to stochastic stability.) Our aim here however is to study moduli of continuity of
t 7→ RA(t) for families of smooth unimodal maps — in order to go beyond mere
continuity, it seems wise (and perhaps necessary) to restrict to subsets of good
Collet–Eckmann parameters.
Until the present work, the only results going beyond continuity concerned fully
horizontal families, that is, when all ft are topologically conjugated to f0. Even in
this “trivial” setting, where linear response can indeed be obtained ([10],[36], [12]),
proofs were technically involved, in particular in [12], where analyticity was not
assumed and the slow recurrence assumption was relatively weak.
We address here for the first time the modulus of continuity of the SRB measures
in transversal families of (nondegenerate) smooth unimodal maps. We conjectured
([7, (3) in §3.2], making more precise [6, Conj. B]) that for C1 observables A the
function RA(t) is η-Ho¨lder for all η < 1/2. Our first main result, Theorem 1.2, gives
a strengthening of this conjecture: We show there is a set ∆ of Collet–Eckmann
parameters, with ∆ of positive measure, and, for each t0 ∈ ∆, a set ∆0 ⊂ ∆ of
polynomially recurrent parameters containing t0 as a Lebesgue density point, and
constants C ≥ 1, Γ > 4, so that, for every 1/2-Ho¨lder function A,∣∣∣ ∫ Adµt − ∫ Adµt0 ∣∣∣ ≤ C‖A‖C1/2|t− t0|1/2| log |t− t0||Γ , ∀t ∈ ∆0 .
This immediately implies a more precise result in the analytic case (Corollary 1.6).
In particular, for the logistic family ft(x) = tx(1 − x), the set ∆ contains almost
all Collet–Eckmann parameters.
Our proof implies that the renormalisation period Pt is ≤ Pt0 for t ∈ ∆0, as well
as uniform bounds on the exponential mixing for the ergodic components of fPt for
t ∈ ∆0 so that Pt = Pt0(Theorem 1.3).
We expected Conjecture B of [6] to be “essentially optimal.” Making this more
precise, we asked in [12] whether one can “construct a (non-horizontal) smooth
family ft of quadratic unimodal maps, with f0 a good map, so that t → µt, as a
distribution of any order, is not differentiable (even in the sense of Whitney, at least
for large subsets) at t = 0[, or] so that it is not Ho¨lder for any exponent > 1/2.”
Our second main result, Theorem 1.7, answers this question positively: Assuming
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that the family is transversal at a mixing Misiurewicz–Thurston map ft0 , we find
a set of Collet–Eckmann parameters ∆′MT , accumulating at t0, a constant C ≥ 1,
and a C∞ function A0, so that
C|t− t0|1/2 ≥
∣∣∣ ∫ A0 dµt − ∫ A0 dµt0 ∣∣∣ ≥ C−1|t− t0|1/2 , ∀t ∈ ∆′MT .
We would like to point out that, in the piecewise expanding setting, the first coun-
terexamples to differentiability of the SRB (see [6], [28]) had been obtained for
sequences of maps having pre-periodic critical points converging to a map ft0 with
a pre-periodic critical point. They were only later generalised to essentially all ft0
[9], and (except when the postcritical orbit of ft0 is dense) any t→ t0.
Our results lead to several challenging questions for families of smooth unimodal
maps, in particular regarding the size of the largest possible set ∆′MT , and what
can be done if the Misiurewicz–Thurston assumption on ft0 is relaxed. (See the
comments after the statements of Theorems 1.2 and 1.7 and Corollary 1.6 below.)
We would like to note here a quantitative difference with respect to the piecewise
expanding case [9] where the modulus of continuity in the transversal case was
| log |t− t0|||t − t0|, so that violation of linear response arose from the logarithmic
factor alone.
More open questions are listed in [7] and [12]. In particular, the results in the
present paper also give hope that analogous problems (see [7] and [37]) can be
studied for (the two-dimensional) He´non family, which is transversal, and where
continuity of the SRB measure in the sense of Whitney in the weak-∗ topology was
proved by Alves et al. [2], [1].
We would like also to suggest here a weakening of the linear response problem:
Consider a one-parameter family ft of (say, smooth unimodal maps) through ft0
and, for each ǫ > 0, a random perturbation of ft with unique invariant measure
µǫt, e.g., like in [39]. Then for each positive ǫ, it should not be very difficult to
see that the map t → µǫt is differentiable at t0 (for essentially any topology in
the image). Can we say something (existence? dependence on the perturbation?
relation with the susceptibility function or some of its “extensions” [8]?) about the
limit as ǫ → 0 of this derivative? (For a weak topology in the image, like Radon
measures, or distributions of positive order.)
Before sketching the contents of the paper, we would like to highlight here some
of the difficulties we had to face, and what are the new ideas and techniques with
respect to the construction in [12]: We wish to compare the SRB measure of f0
(assume t0 = 0) to that of ft for suitable small t. Let us start with the similarities
with [12]: Just like in [12], we use transfer operators L̂t acting on towers, with a
projection Πt from the tower to L
1(I) so that ΠtL̂t = LtΠt, where Lt is the usual
transfer operator, and Πtφˆt = φt with µt = φt dx (here, φˆt is the fixed point of L̂t,
and φt is the invariant density of ft). In [12], we adapted the tower construction
in [13], allowing in particular the use of Banach spaces of continuous functions.
We start from this adaptation. Another idea we import from [12] is the use of
truncated operators L̂t,M acting on truncated towers, where the truncation level
M must be chosen carefully depending on t. Roughly speaking, the idea is that
ft is comparable to f0 for M iterates (corresponding to the M lowest levels of the
respective towers), this is the notion of an admissible pair (M, t). Denoting by φˆt,M
the maximal eigenvector of L̂t,M , the starting point for both our upper and lower
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bounds is (like in [12]) the decomposition (see (88))
(1)
φt−φ0 =
[
Πt(φˆt− φˆt,M )+Π0(φˆ0,M − φˆ0)
]
+[Πt(φˆt,M − φˆ0,M )]+ [(Πt−Π0)(φˆ0,M )] ,
for admissible pairs. The idea is then to get upper bounds on the first two terms by
using perturbation theory a` la Keller–Liverani [24], and to control the last (dom-
inant) term by explicit computations on Πt − Π (which represents the “spike dis-
placement,” i.e., the effect of the replacement of 1/
√
|x− fk0 (c)| by 1/
√
|x− fkt (c)|
in the invariant density).
We now move to the differences: Using a tower with exponentially decaying
levels as in [13] or [12] would limit us at best to an upper modulus of continuity |t|η
for η < 1/2, and would not yield any lower bound. For this reason, we use instead
tower levels with polynomially decaying sizes, working with polynomially recurrent
maps (“fat towers”). In order to construct the corresponding parameter set, we
need to make use of very recent results of Gao and Shen [19].
It turns out that applying directly the results of Keller–Liverani [24] would only
give that the contributions of the first and second terms of (1) are bounded by
|t|η for η < 1/2. In order to estimate the second term, we prove that L̂t,M −
L̂0,M acting on the maximal eigenvector is O(| log |t||Γ|t|1/2) in the strong norm (see
Lemma 4.5, which is used in Proposition 4.1; in the Misiurewicz–Thurston case we
get get a better O(|t|1/2) control). It is usually not possible to obtain strong norm
bounds when bifurcations are present [14, 24] (see [18] for an exception), and this
remarkable feature here is due to our choice of admissible pairs (combined with the
fact that the towers for ft and f are identical up to level M , just like in [12], see
Lemma 3.8). In order to estimate the first term, we enhance the Keller–Liverani
argument (Proposition 4.2), using again that it suffices to estimate the perturbation
for the operators acting on the maximal eigenvector.
The changes just described are already needed to obtain the exponent 1/2 in
Theorem 1.2. In order to get lower bounds of Theorem 1.7, we use that the tower
associated to a Misiurewicz–Thurston map f0 can be required to have levels with
sizes bounded from below, and that the truncation level can be chosen to be slightly
larger (2M instead of M). The final change, that we explain next, is also only
needed to obtain the lower bound in Theorem 1.7. Working with Banach norms
based on L1 as in [12] would give that the first two terms in (1) are ≤ C|t|1/2,
while the third is ≥ C−1|t|1/2 for some large constant C > 1. In other words, the
estimates are too tight. However, introducing Banach–Sobolev norms based on Lp
for p > 1 instead, we are able to control the constants and make sure that the third
term dominates the other two, as needed (see Section 5).
The paper is organised as follows: In the remainder of this section, we furnish
precise definitions, as well as formal statements of our main results. In Section 2.1,
we construct the good parameter sets ∆0 ⊂ ∆ (Proposition 2.1), and we define the
corresponding (polynomially recurrent) good maps. In Section 2.2, we construct
the tower, and we collect the needed expansion and distortion bounds. Section 2.3
contains Definition 2.7 of admissible pairs (M, t). In Section 3.1, we introduce the
strong and weak Banach norms (BW 11t , BL
1
t , BL
p
t ) on the tower, define the transfer
operator L̂t associated to ft and acting on these spaces, and list its main spectral
properties. In Section 3.2, we introduce the truncated transfer operators L̂t,M
which play a key role in our analysis. Section 3.3 contains the construction of the
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parameter set ∆MT and a brief description of the modifications which can be used to
take advantage of the Misiurewicz–Thurston setting. Then, we prove Theorem 1.2
in Section 4 and Theorem 1.7 in Section 5. The two appendices contain necessary
but straightforward adaptations of bounds in [12].
1.1. Setting.
Definition 1.1. The smooth one-parameter families of smooth nondegenerate uni-
modal maps ft studied in the present paper are defined as follows: Let I = [0, 1],
and fix c in the interior of I. We consider C2 maps t 7→ ft, from a nontrivial closed
interval E of R to C3 endomorphisms ft of I. We assume that each ft is a C4 uni-
modal map with negative Schwarzian derivative and critical point c (independent
on t), and that the C4 norm of ft is bounded uniformly in t. We suppose further
that f ′′t (c) < 0 (this is the nondegeneracy, or quadratic-like property), and that
ft(0) = ft(1) = 0. Put ck,t = f
k
t (c), for k ≥ 0, and set
vt = ∂sfs|s=t .
The function vt : I → R is C1 (with a bound on the norm independent on t) by
assumption. Finally, we assume that there exist uniformly C1 functions Xt : I → R
so that
vt = Xt ◦ ft .
The archetypal example is the logistic family
(2) ft(x) = tx(1 − x) , t ∈ E ⊂ (0, 4] ,
where c = 1/2, and Xt(x) ≡ 1/t. The map f4 (for which c1,4 = f4(c) = 1 and
f4(c2,4) = c2,4 = 0) is called the Ulam–von Neumann map.
A map ft (or the corresponding parameter t) is called (λc, H0)-Collet–Eckmann
for some λc > 1 and H0 ≥ 1 (or simply Collet–Eckmann, if the meaning is clear) if
(3) |(fkt )′(c1,t)| ≥ λkc , ∀k ≥ H0 .
Recall [16] that any Collet–Eckmann unimodal map ft admits a unique absolutely
continuous invariant probability measure µt = φt dx, also called the SRB measure.
This measure is ergodic and supported inside [c2,t, c1,t]. A map ft (or the corre-
sponding parameter t) is called mixing if ft is topologically mixing on [c2,t, c1,t].
The support of the SRB measure µt of a mixing map is equal to [c2,t, c1,t]. A uni-
modal map ft is renormalisable if there exists an interval neighbourhoodRc,t of c so
that the first return map to this interval is again a unimodal map, and the smallest
return time Pt is at least two. The largest such Pt is called the renormalisation
period. The map ft is mixing if and only if ft is not renormalisable — we say that
the renormalisation period Pt of ft is equal to 1 in this case.
The family ft is called transversal at a Collet–Eckmann parameter t1, if t1 lies
in the interior of E , and
(4) Jt1 :=
∞∑
j=0
∂tft(cj,t1)|t=t1
(f jt1)
′(c1,t1)
6= 0 .
Slightly abusing language, we say that t is a transversal Collet–Eckmann parameter
if t is a Collet–Eckmann parameter in the interior of E and (4) holds.
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1.2. Whitney–Ho¨lder regularity for smooth families of nondegenerate
smooth unimodal maps. Our first result settles the upper bound conjecture
in [6, Conj. B] (see also [7, §3.2]).
Theorem 1.2 (Whitney–Ho¨lder regularity for transversal families). Let ft be a
smooth one-parameter family of smooth nondegenerate unimodal maps. If there ex-
ists a transversal Collet–Eckmann parameter t1, then there exists a positive Lebesgue
measure set ∆ ⊂ E of Collet–Eckmann parameters such that for all t0 ∈ ∆ and all
Γ > 4 there is a set ∆0 ⊂ ∆, which has t0 as a Lebesgue density point, and a
constant C such that for every t ∈ ∆0 and each 1/2-Ho¨lder function A, we have∣∣∣ ∫
I
A(x)dµt −
∫
I
A(x)dµt0
∣∣∣ ≤ C|t− t0|1/2| log |t− t0||Γ‖A‖C1/2 ,
where
‖A‖C1/2 = ‖A‖L∞ + sup
x 6=y
|A(x) −A(y)|
|x− y|1/2 .
Restricting to C1 functions A (or functions of higher smoothness) should not
improve the upper bound (see (93)).
As a byproduct of our proof, we obtain the following result :
Theorem 1.3 (Uniform bounds on renormalisation periods and rates of mixing).
In the setting of Theorem 1.2, the renormalisation period Pt of ft is not larger than
Pt0 for all t ∈ ∆0. In addition, for any any ζ > 0 there exists Θ1 > 1 so that for all
t ∈ ∆0 for which Pt = Pt0 , each ergodic component µj,t, j = 1, . . . Pt, of (fPtt , µt),
and all Cζ functions ψ and ϕ, there exists Cϕ,ψ so that∣∣∣ ∫ (ϕ ◦ fkPtt )ψ dµj,t − ∫ ϕdµj,t ∫ ψ dµj,t∣∣∣ ≤ Cϕ,ψΘ−k1 .
(Theorem 1.3 is an immediate corollary of the last claim of Proposition 4.1.)
We next discuss the sets ∆ and ∆0.
A map ft is called polynomially recurrent of exponent α > 0, if there is H0 ≥ 1
so that
(5) |ck,t − c| > k−α, for all k ≥ H0 .
A map ft is called polynomially recurrent of exponent 0 if there is C ≥ 1 so that
|ck,t − c| > 1/C for all k ≥ 1. A map ft, or a parameter t, is called Misiurewicz–
Thurston if the critical point of ft is pre-periodic, but not periodic (the postcritical
periodic orbit is then necessarily a strictly expanding orbit). Misiurewicz–Thurston
maps are Collet–Eckmann and polynomially recurrent of exponent 0. Misiurewicz–
Thurston maps are not generic.
All parameters in the set ∆ constructed in Theorem 1.2 are polynomially re-
current for some exponent α > 1. Understanding the largest possible sets ∆ and
∆0 for which Theorem 1.2 holds, and whether the logarithmic factor can be sup-
pressed is a challenging question. We conjecture that Theorem 1.2 holds for ∆
the set of all “sufficiently slowly recurrent” parameters, where sufficiently slowly
recurrent should include polynomial recurrence of exponent α = 0 (the so-called
Misiurewicz case). See Corollary 1.6 for analytic families (where ∆ contains al-
most all Collet–Eckmann parameters), and the upper bound in Theorem 1.7 when
t0 is Misiurewicz–Thurston (without the Lebesgue density point property for the
analogue of ∆0).
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Remark 1.4. If the transversality condition (4) holds for almost all Collet–Eckmann
parameters t1 ∈ E , then the set ∆ in Theorem 1.2 can be taken equal to the set
of Collet–Eckmann parameters. This follows from Proposition 2.1. For example, a
non-trivial analytic family of nondegenerate unimodal maps has this property, in
particular this holds for the logistic family ft(x) = tx(1 − x). (See Section 1.3.)
Remark 1.5 (Mixing). In [12, Beginning of §5.2] it is claimed incorrectly that 1
is always the only eigenvalue of the transfer operator on the unit circle. Since we
did not assume mixing in [12], there could be in fact finitely many other simple
eigenvalues of modulus one in general (they are roots of unity — see the proof
of Proposition 3.6 in Appendix B below and the reference [21] to Karlin there).
So, when constructing the contour integrals in [12, (112), Step 1 in §6], we should
avoid not only a neighbourhood of the disc of radius θt there (see also (73)), but
also neighbourhoods of these other eigenvalues of modulus 1 (see the circle γ in
the proofs of Propositions 3.7 and 4.1 below). Note also that exponential decay of
correlations is not needed (up to replacing L̂n by k−1∑k−1n=0 L̂n in the proof of the
last claim of [12, Proposition 4.11], see (142)).
Note finally that we cannot apply the exactness argument from [13, Corollary 2]
to show that 1 is a simple eigenvalue for a nonnegative eigenvector of the transfer
operator (contrarily to what was stated in the proof of Proposition 4.11 of [12]),
because the transfer operator L̂t is associated to a probabilistic and not a deter-
ministic tower map. However, we may apply classical results on positive operators
[21] (details are given in Appendix B below).
1.3. A stronger result in the analytic case. In the case of the logistic family
ft(x) = tx(1 − x), t ∈ (0, 4], Benedicks and Carleson [15] showed that the set of
parameters t for which ft is Collet–Eckmann has positive Lebesgue measure. A
parameter t is called regular if the critical point c of ft belongs to the basin of
a hyperbolic periodic attractor. The parameter t is called stochastic if ft has an
absolutely continuous invariant measure. By Lyubich [27], Lebesgue almost every
parameter is either regular or stochastic. Avila and Moreira [5] proved that for
almost every stochastic parameter t, the map ft is Collet–Eckmann. Further, in
[3] and [4] the results in [27] and [5] are extended to non-trivial analytic families of
nondegenerate unimodal maps. (Analytic means that each ft is analytic and t 7→ ft
is analytic, non-trivial means that the family is not contained in a topological
class.) Since every Collet–Eckmann parameter t1 of a non-trivial analytic family
of nondegenerate maps ft is transversal (see [26]), Theorem 1.2, Theorem 1.3, and
Remark 1.4, give the following result.
Corollary 1.6 (Application to analytic families of nondegenerate maps). Let ft,
be a non-trivial analytic family of nondegenerate (analytic) unimodal maps. For
almost every Collet–Eckmann parameter t0 ∈ E and all Γ > 4 there is a set ∆0 ⊂ E
of Collet–Eckmann parameters which has t0 as a Lebesgue density point and a
constant C such that, for all t ∈ ∆0 and A ∈ C1/2([0, 1]),∣∣∣ ∫
I
A(x)dµt −
∫
I
A(x)dµt0
∣∣∣ ≤ C|t− t0|1/2| log |t− t0||Γ‖A‖C1/2 .
In addition, the renormalisation period Pt of ft is not larger than Pt0 for all t ∈
∆0, and for any ζ > 0 there exists Θ1 > 1 so that for all t ∈ ∆0 for which Pt = Pt0 ,
each ergodic component µj,t, j = 1, . . . , Pt, of (f
P
t , µt) and all C
ζ functions ψ, ϕ
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there exists Cϕ,ψ so that∣∣∣ ∫ (ϕ ◦ fkPtt )ψ dµj,t − ∫ ϕdµj,t ∫ ψ dµj,t∣∣∣ ≤ Cϕ,ψΘ−k1 .
Again, understanding the largest possible set of parameters t0 and ∆0 for which
Corollary 1.6 holds, and whether the logarithmic factor can be suppressed is a chal-
lenging question. We conjecture that Corollary 1.6 holds for all Collet–Eckmann
parameters t0 with “sufficiently slow” recurrence.
1.4. Ho¨lder upper and lower bounds for Misiurewicz–Thurston parame-
ters. Our second main result addresses the lower bound in Conjecture B in [6] (see
also [7, §3.2]).
Theorem 1.7 (Ho¨lder upper and lower bounds). Let ft be a smooth one-parameter
family of smooth unimodal maps. Let t0 be a mixing transversal Misiurewicz–
Thurston parameter. Then there exist an observable A ∈ C∞, a constant C ≥ 1,
and a sequence of Collet–Eckmann parameters t(n), n ≥ 1, with t(n) → t0 as
n→∞, such that
(6)
|t(n) − t0|1/2
C
≤
∣∣∣ ∫
I
A(x)dµt(n) −
∫
I
A(x)dµt0
∣∣∣ ≤ C|t(n) − t0|1/2 , ∀ n ≥ 1 .
The mixing assumption is for simplicity (the proof shows that it suffices to
suppose that the deepest renormalisation of — the finitely renormalisable map –
ft0 is not conjugated to the Ulam–von Neumann map).
The proof of Theorem 1.7 produces a set ∆MT of parameters t(n) which are also
Misiurewicz–Thurston (see Lemma 3.9 and its proof), and either all > t0 or all < t0
(see Remark 3.10). Using continuity of the absolutely continuous invariant measures
in the sense of Whitney (see the works of Tsujii [42] and Rychlik–Sorets [38], or
more recently Alves et al. [2], [1]), we can then easily construct sequences of Collet–
Eckmann parameters t˜(n) which are not Misiurewicz–Thurston, and for which the
lower bound in Theorem 1.7 hold. However, we do not know if t0 is a Lebesgue
density point of the set of all such t˜(n). Understanding the set of sequences for
which Theorem 1.7 holds is a challenging question. In fact, the toy model analogue
of this question is also open (see [9, Theorem 7.1] and its corrigendum, even in the
case of a pre-periodic critical point).
Last, but not least, the lower bounds in the piecewise expanding toy model of [9,
Theorem 7.1] had been first obtained only in the case when the critical point is pre-
periodic [6, Theorem 6.1]. We conjecture that the conclusion (6) of Theorem 1.7
should also hold when t0 enjoys a more generic slow recurrence condition (such as
polynomial recurrence), perhaps up to introducing a power of | log |t(n)− t0|| in both
sides of (6).
2. Preliminaries – Towers – Transfer operators
In Section 2.1, we show that transversality at a Collet–Eckmann parameter en-
sures that polynomial recurrence holds for uniform constants λc > 1, α > 1, H0 ≥ 1,
for a positive measure set of parameters t, with Collet–Eckmann parameters as
Lebesgue density points. In Section 2.2 we adapt the tower map construction in
[12] to our polynomially recurrent setting. Section 2.3 contains Lemma 2.6 giving
estimates on iterated unimodal maps for all fs close enough to a good parameter
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ft and all iterates not too big compared with |t − s|, as well as the definition of
admissible pairs (M, t).
2.1. Uniformity of constants.
Proposition 2.1 (Parameter set of good maps with uniform constants). Assume
that t1 ∈ E is a transversal Collet–Eckmann parameter. Then, there exists a set
∆ ⊂ E of transversal Collet–Eckmann parameters, for which t1 is a Lebesgue density
point 1 (in particular, ∆ has positive Lebesgue measure), so that for all t0 ∈ ∆ and
all α > 1 there exist H0 ≥ 1 and a set ∆0 ⊂ ∆ containing t0 as a Lebesgue density
point such that, for all t ∈ ∆0, the map ft is (λc, H0)-Collet–Eckmann and the
polynomial recurrence condition (5) of exponent α holds for all k ≥ H0.
Furthermore, for each t0 ∈ ∆, there exist constants ρ > 1 (we may assume
ρ <
√
λc) and C0 > 0 such that, for all δ > 0 sufficiently small, there is a constant
ǫ(δ) > 0 such that, for all t ∈ (t0 − ǫ(δ), t0 + ǫ(δ)),
(7) |(fnt )′(x)| ≥ C0δρn , ∀x so that |f jt (x)− c| ≥ δ , ∀ 0 ≤ j < n ,
and
(8)
|(fnt )′(x)| ≥ C0ρn , ∀x so that |f jt (x) − c| ≥ δ , ∀ 0 ≤ j < n , and |fnt (x) − c| < δ .
The following definition summarises the properties of parameters in the positive
measure set ∆0 constructed in the previous proposition:
Definition 2.2 (Good maps). A map ft (or the corresponding parameter t) is
called good for the constants
λc > 1 , H0 ≥ 1 , α ≥ 0 , ρ > 1 , C0 > 0 ,
(called its “goodness constants”, or simply “goodness”) if ft is (λc, H0)-Collet–
Eckmann (3), if it satisfies the polynomial recurrence condition (5) for α and H0
(when α = 0 we require that |ck,t − c| ≥ C0, for all k ≥ 1), and if the expansion
conditions (7) and (8) hold for ρ, C0, and any small δ > 0.
Proof of Proposition 2.1. We apply a recent work by Gao and Shen [19]. Since
the map ft1 is Collet–Eckmann, all periodic orbits are repelling. Since ft1 is also
transversal, we can apply [19, Main Theorem] which implies that there exists a set
E1 for which t1 is a Lebesgue density point such that, for all parameters t ∈ E1,
the map ft satisfies the polynomial recurrence condition (5) for any α > 1, ft is
transversal at t, and ft is Collet–Eckmann. For j,H, ℓ ≥ 1, set
Ωj,H,ℓ =
{
t ∈ E1 | |ck,t − c| ≥ k−(1+j−1), and |(fkt )′(c1,t)| ≥ ek/ℓ, ∀k ≥ H
}
.
For a set Ω, let ΩL ⊂ Ω denote the set of Lebesgue density points within Ω. We
set ∆ = ∩j≥1(∪ℓ≥1 ∪H≥1ΩLj,H,ℓ). By Lebesgue’s density theorem, ∆ is equal to the
set E1 up to some zero Lebesgue measure set. Now, by construction, for all t0 ∈ ∆
and all α > 1, choosing j0 ≥ such that (1 + j−10 ) ≤ α we find H0 ≥ 1 and ℓ0 ≥ 1
such that t0 ∈ ΩLj0,H0,ℓ0 . Setting ∆0 = ΩLj0,H0,ℓ0 ∩∆ this concludes the first part of
the proof of Proposition 2.1.
Regarding the second part we will apply a lemma by Tsujii [41]. The conditions
(ND), (CE)(i), (Hyp), (W), and (NV) in [41] are satisfied for ft0 . The only point
1We do not claim that t1 ∈ ∆.
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we have to check is the “backward Collet–Eckmann condition” (CE)(ii), i.e., the
existence of constants C > 0 and ρˆ > 1 such that
|(fkt0)′(b)| ≥ Cρˆk , if k ≥ 1 and fkt0(b) = c .
Since ft0 is Collet–Eckmann, unimodal, and has negative Schwarzian derivative,
[29, Theorem A] guarantees that the backward Collet–Eckmann condition holds.
By [41, Lemma 5.1 (2)], there exist ρ > 1, δ0 > 0, and C0 > 0 such that, for all
0 < δ ≤ δ0, there is ǫ(δ) > 0 such that (7) and (8) hold, for all ft with |t−t0| ≤ ǫ(δ).
(The fact that the constant in front of ρn in (7) depends linearly on δ follows from
the last line in the proof of [41, Lemma 5.1].) 
2.2. The tower map for good ft — Distortion estimates. Assume that ft
is good (recall Definition 2.2) for λc, α > 1, H0, ρ, and C0. (The case when ft is
Misiurewicz–Thurston with α = 0 is treated in Section 3.3.) Let δ > 0 be small,
to be determined later as a function essentially of the goodness parameters and
of the C2 norm of t 7→ ft (see, e.g., condition (11), condition just above (12),
inequality (38) in Lemma 2.6, and Proposition 2.4, in which δ is so small such
that (133) is satisfied; in (11) and in (133), δ depends on L, which is chosen in
Lemma 3.8 via Lemma 2.6 again).
We introduce a tower map fˆt : Iˆt → Iˆt similar to the one constructed in [12,
Section 3] (see also [13]). The tower in the present paper is “fatter” since our poly-
nomial recurrence assumption allows us to choose the size of the levels polynomially
small, instead of exponentially small. (To get the lower bound of Theorem 1.7, we
shall later use levels of constant size, under a Misiurewicz–Thurston assumption.)
Fix a constant
(9) β > α+ 1 .
The tower Iˆt associated to ft is the union Iˆt = ∪k≥0Ek,t of levels Ek,t = Bk,t×{k}
satisfying the following properties: The ground floor interval B0,t = B0 is the
interval I. Fix a constant L > 1 (the value of L will be chosen in Lemma 3.8). For
k ≥ 1, the interval Bk,t is centered at ck,t and such that
(10)
[
ck,t − k
−β
L3
, ck,t +
k−β
L3
]
⊂ Bk,t ⊂
[
ck,t − k
−β
L
, ck,t +
k−β
L
]
.
(Observe that since β > α and L > 1, we have c /∈ Bk,t for all k ≥ H0.) Note that for
given λc > 1 and H0 ≥ 1, there exists a constant C > 1 such that inf1≤k≤H0 |ck,t−
c| ≥ 2C−1, for all (λc, H0)-Collet–Eckmann maps ft, t ∈ E . (This follows directly
from supt∈E |f ′′t (c)| <∞ combined with the expansion (3).) Henceforth, (for given
λc > 1 and H0 ≥ 1) we assume that δ > 0 is so small that for all x with |x− c| ≤ δ
and all (λc, H0)-Collet–Eckmann maps ft, t ∈ E , we have
(11) |f jt (x)− c| ≥ C−1 , for all 1 ≤ j ≤ H0 .
For (x, k) ∈ Ek,t we set
fˆt(x, k) =

(ft(x), k + 1) if k ≥ 1 and ft(x) ∈ Bk+1,t ,
(ft(x), k + 1) if k = 0 and |x− c| ≤ δ ,
(ft(x), 0) otherwise.
Denoting π : Iˆt → I the projection to the first factor, we have ft ◦ π = π ◦ fˆt
on Iˆt. Define H(δ) to be the minimal k ≥ 1 such that there exist some x ∈
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[c−δ, c+δ] such that fˆk+1t (x, 0) ∈ E0. (In other words if a point starts to climb the
tower, it climbs the tower at least until level H(δ).) For fixed goodness parameters
(λc, H0, α, ρ, C0), fixed β > 1+α, and fixed L, observe that for each H ≥ 1, we can
choose δ > 0 so small such thatH(δ) ≥ H for all good maps and their corresponding
towers with these fixed parameters. (This follows immediately from the fact that
supt∈E ‖ft‖C1 < ∞ and |Bk,t| ≥ 2k−β/L3.) We assume throughout that δ > 0 is
so small that H(δ) ≥ max(2, H0).
We decompose [c− δ, c+ δ] \ {0} as a disjoint union of intervals
[c− δ, c+ δ] \ {0} = ∪j≥H(δ)Ij,t , Ij,t := I+j,t ∪ I−j,t ,
I±j,t :=
{
|x| < δ,±x > 0, fˆ ℓt (x, 0) ∈ Eℓ,t, 0 ≤ ℓ < j, fˆ jt (x, 0) ∈ E0
}
.(12)
In other words, Ij,t is the set of points which climb up the tower j − 1 levels and
fall back to the level E0 at the j-th iteration. Note that Ij,t can be empty for some
j. (In particular Ij,t = ∅ for 1 ≤ j < H(δ).) For k ≥ 0, let Jk,t denote the set of
points in [c− δ, c+ δ] which climb up the tower at least k levels, i.e.,
(13) Jk,t := {c} ∪
⋃
j≥k+1
Ij,t .
Obviously, we have Jk,t = [c−δ, c+δ], for all 0 ≤ k ≤ H(δ). Later, when considering
a fixed good map f0, we will write Bk, Ik and Jk for Bk,0, Ik,0 and Jk,0, respectively.
The following lemma is the adaptation of the distortion estimates from [12,
Lemma 3.3] (which was an avatar of [13], [43, Lemma 5.3(1)]) to our fat towers:
Lemma 2.3 (Bounded distortion in the bound period). Let ft, t ∈ E, be good and
assume that condition (11) is satisfied. Then, there exists C > 1 depending only on
the goodness constants (λc, H0, α), and on β (in particular C does not depend on
L), such that for every j ≥ 1, and every k ≤ j,
(14) C−1 ≤ |(f
k
t )
′(x)|
|(fkt )′(y)|
≤ C , ∀x, y ∈ ft(Jj,t) .
Proof. Recall the intervals Bℓ,t from (10). For 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ k ≤ j, pick xℓ and yℓ in
f ℓt (Jj,t) ⊂ Bℓ,t. Observe that there exists a constant C such that |f ′t(y)| ≥ |y−c|/C,
for all y ∈ I and t ∈ E . We have
k∏
ℓ=1
|f ′t(xℓ)|
|f ′t(yℓ)|
≤
k∏
ℓ=1
(
1 +
sup |f ′′t |
|f ′t(yℓ)|
|xℓ − yℓ|
)
≤
k∏
ℓ=1
(
1 + C sup |f ′′t |
|xℓ − yℓ|
|yℓ − c|
)
≤
∞∏
ℓ=1
(1 + C˜ sup |f ′′t |ℓ−β+α) <∞ ,(15)
uniformly in j. We used that |xℓ − yℓ| ≤ L−1ℓ−β and, if ℓ > H0, that |yℓ − c| ≥
ℓ−α − L−1ℓ−β ≥ ℓ−α/2. If 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ H0, we used condition (11).
The series ℓ−β+α is summable since β > α+1. Choosing yℓ = f
ℓ−1(y) and xℓ =
f ℓ−1(x), we get the upper bound in (15). Taking yℓ = f
ℓ−1(x) and xℓ = f
ℓ−1(y),
we obtain the lower bound in (15). Observe that while the last product in (15)
blows up when β tends to 1 + α, it does not depend on the constant L. 
The following key estimate is our polynomial version of [12, Proposition 3.7] (the
proof is to be found in Appendix A):
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Proposition 2.4 (Key estimate for polynomially recurrent maps). Let ft be good
and assume that condition (11) is satisfied. If δ > 0 is sufficiently small (see (133)),
then there exists C > 0 depending only on the goodness constants (λc, H0, α, ρ, C0),
on β, and on δ, such that for every j ≥ 0 we have
(16)
∞∑
k=j+1
1
|(fk−jt )′(f jt (c1))|
≤ Cjα .
Our proof gives a constant C which blows up when δ → 0, and it requires smaller
δ if L is large, but considering a fixed map ft0 as in Theorems 1.2 and 1.7, both
parameters may be chosen once and for all, depending on the goodness parameters
of ft0 and the C
2 norm of t 7→ ft.
The following notation will be convenient: For k ≥ 1, let
f−kt,+ := (f
k
t |Ut,+)−1 , f−kt,− := (fkt |Ut,−)−1 ,
where Ut,+ is the monotonicity interval of f
k
t containing c located to the right of c,
and Ut,− is the monotonicity interval of f
k
t containing c, located to the left of c.
The following polynomial version of the upper and lower bounds in [12, Lemma
3.4 and Lemma 4.1]), about points which climb for exactly j − 1 steps, recall (12),
will be needed:
Lemma 2.5 (The j-bound intervals I±j,t). Let ft be good and assume that condition
(11) is satisfied. Then there exists a constant C depending only on the goodness
constants (λc, H0, α) and on β (in particular C does not depend on L), such that
we have
(17) |x− c| ≤ C|Bj−1,t|1/2|(f j−2t )′(c1,t)|−1/2 , ∀x ∈ Jj−1,t, j ≥ 1 ,
and for all x ∈ Ij,t, j ≥ H(δ), we have
(18) |f ′t(x)| ≥
1
C
√
|f jt (x) − cj,t|
|(f j−1t )′(c1,t)|1/2
≥ 1
CL3/2
j−β/2
1
|(f j−1t )′(c1,t)|1/2
,
(19)
|(f jt )′(x)| ≥
1
C
√
|f jt (x)− cj,t||(f j−1t )′(c1,t)|1/2 ≥
1
CL3/2
j−β/2|(f j−1t )′(c1,t)|1/2 .
In addition, there exists a constant C depending on L and on the constant in Propo-
sition 2.4 so that for all j ≥ H(δ) and x ∈ f j(Ij,t) we have, for ζ = + or −,
(20)
∣∣∣∣∂x 1|(f jt )′(f−jt,ζ (x))|
∣∣∣∣ ≤ C jmax(1+2α+β/2,3β/2)|(f j−1t )′(c1)|1/2 ,
and, finally,
(21)
∣∣∣∣∂2x 1|(f jt )′(f−jt,ζ (x)))|
∣∣∣∣ ≤ C jmax(4α+1+β/2,5β/2)|(f j−1t )′(c1,t)|1/2 .
An immediate corollary of (17) is exponential decay of the length of Ij,t and Jj,t.
More precisely, for any fixed goodness constants and any L, there exists a constant
C˜ so that for all j ≥ H0
(22) |Ij,t| ≤ |Jj−1,t| ≤ C˜j−β/2|(f j−2t )′(c1)|−1/2 ≤ C˜2j−β/2λ−j/2c ,
where the second last inequality holds for all j ≥ 2.
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Proof. To simplify the writing, we remove the t from the notation and write, e.g.,
f , Ij , and Jj instead of ft, Ij,t, and Jj,t.
Let x ∈ Jj−1, j ≥ 1. First, our definitions and the mean value theorem imply
that there exists y ∈ Jj−1 so that
|(f j−2)′(f(y))||f(x) − c1| ≤ |Bj−1|/2 .
Therefore, Lemma 2.3 and the fact that |f(x) − c1| ≥ C−1|x − c|2 (recall that
f ′(c) = 0 and f ′′(c) 6= 0) yield (17).
Next, the reverse consequence of the mean value theorem
(23) |(f j−1)′(f(y))||f(x)− c1| ≥ C−1|f j(x) − ck| ≥ C−1L−3j−β ,
together with |f(x) − c1| ≤ C|x − c|2 and Lemma 2.3 gives
(24) |x− c| ≥ C−1 |f
j(x) − ck|1/2
|(f j−1)′(f(y))|1/2 ≥
1
C2L3/2
j−β/2|(f j−1)′(c1)|−1/2 ,
where in the last inequality we used that f j(x) /∈ Bj . The bound (18) then follows
from (24).
To show (19), we decompose |(f j)′(x)| = |(f j−1)′(f(x))||f ′(x)|, and we apply
(18), noting that Lemma 2.3, implies
(25) |(f j−1)′(f(x))| ≥ C−1|(f j−1)′(c1)| .
Note that reversing the inequalities in the arguments above also gives
(26) |(f jt )′(x)| ≤ C
√
|f jt (x)− cj,t||(f j−1t )′(c1,t)|1/2 .
Assume now that ζ = + (the other case is similar). To prove (20), recall first the
proof of Lemma 2.3 which implies that there is C ≥ 1 (depending on the goodness
and, in a weaker way, on β and L) so that
(27) |f ′(f j(y))| ≥ C−1j−α , ∀y ∈ Jk , ∀1 ≤ j ≤ k .
Next, Lemma 2.3 and Proposition 2.4 give C > 0 so that
sup
y∈Jk
1
|(fk−j)′(f j(y))| ≤ C
∞∑
ℓ=1
1
|(f ℓ)′(f j−1(c1))| ≤ Cj
α , ∀1 ≤ j ≤ k − 1 .(28)
Applying (27) and (28) for j ≥ 1 and (18) and (19) for j = 0, we find C > 0 so that
sup
y∈Ik
∂y
1
|(fk)′(y)| ≤ supy∈Ik
k−1∑
j=0
|f ′′(f j(y))|
|(fk−j)′(f j(y))|
1
|f ′(f j(y))| ≤ Ck
max(1+2α,β) .(29)
Then, (19) (or its proof) gives
(30) sup
y∈Ik
1
|(fm)′(y)| ≤ CL
3/2kβ/2
1
|(fm−1)′(c1)|1/2 , ∀1 ≤ m ≤ k .
Finally, if x ∈ fk(Ik),
(31) ∂x
1
|(fk)′(f−k+ (x))|
=
1
|(fk)′(f−k+ (x))|
· ∂y 1|(fk)′(y)| .
The first factor in (31) is bounded by (30) for m = k, the second by (29), so that
we have proved (20).
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To prove (21), we start from the decomposition (31), and we deduce from (29)
that for any x ∈ fk(Ik), setting y = f−k+ (x),
∂2x
1
|(fk)′(f−k+ (x))|
≤ Ckmax(2α,β)∂x 1|(fk)′(f−k+ (x))|
+
1
|(fk)′(f−k+ (x))|
·
k−1∑
j=0
∂x
( |f ′′(f j(y))|
|(fk−j)′(f j(y))||f ′(f j(y))|
)
.(32)
By (20), the first term in the right hand side is bounded by a constant times
kmax(1+4α+β/2,5β/2)|(fk−1)′(c1)|−1/2. For the second term, we have, for 0 ≤ j ≤
k − 1,
∂x
|f ′′(f j(y))|
|(fk−j)′(f j(y))||f ′(f j(y))| ≤
1
|(fk)′(f−k+ (x))|
∂y
|f ′′(f j(y))|
|(fk−j)′(f j(y))||f ′(f j(y))| .
Since f is C3, the Leibniz formula gives for 0 ≤ j ≤ k − 1,
1
|(fk)′(f−k+ (x))|
∂y
|f ′′(f j(y))|
|(fk−j)′(f j(y))||f ′(f j(y))|
≤ 1|(fk)′(f−k+ (x))|
1
|(fk−j)′(f j(y))||f ′(f j(y))| ·
[
|f ′′′(f j(y))||(f j)′(y)|
+ |f ′′(f j(y))|[ |f ′′(f j(y))||(f j)′(y)||f ′(f j(y))| +
k−1∑
ℓ=j
|f ′′(f ℓ(y))||(f ℓ)′(y)|
|f ′(f ℓ(y))|
]](33)
≤ C|(fk−j)′(f j(y))| ·
[
1
|(fk−j)′(f j(y))|
( 1
|f ′(f j(y))| +
1
|f ′(f j(y))|2
)
+
1
|(fk)′(y)|
k−1∑
ℓ=j
|(f ℓ)′(y)|
|f ′(f ℓ(y))|
]
.
If j ≥ 1, we may apply (27) and (28), so that (33) implies
1
|(fk)′(f−k+ (x))|
k−1∑
j=1
∂y
|f ′′(f j(y))|
|(fk−j)′(f j(y))||f ′(f j(y))| ≤ Ck
α+1 · [k2α + k3α + kα] .
If j = 0, then (33) together with (18) and (30) form = k imply (distinguish between
ℓ = 0 and ℓ ≥ 1)
1
|(fk)′(f−k+ (x))|
∂y
|f ′′(y)|
|(fk)′(y)||f ′(y)|
≤ C k
β/2
|(fk)′(c1)|1/2 (2k
β + k3β/2|(fk)′(c1)|1/2 + kα+1) .
The two above inequalities, together with (32) and (30) for m = k, give (21). 
2.3. Maps in a neighbourhood of a good map – Admissible pairs (M, t).
We next state some basic facts about the maps fs in a neighbourhood of a good
map ft0 . To simplify the writing, we assume t0 = 0 and remove the t0 from the
notation. We emphasize that the maps fs in the following lemma are not necessarily
all Collet–Eckmann. (Indeed, for both our main theorems, we shall apply the mean
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value theorem, B(t) − B(0) = tB′(st), or the fundamental theorem 2 of calculus
B(t)−B(0) = ∫ t
0
B′(s) ds, in parameter space. Even if 0 and t are good parameters,
the parameters st and s ∈ [0, t] are not all good.) Recall the intervals Ik,t and Jk,t
defined in (12) and (13).
Lemma 2.6 (Uniformity of goodness and distortion constants for suitable maps
fs and iterates M). Let f = f0 be good for parameters (λc, H0, α > 1, ρ, C0) and
assume that (11) is satisfied. Then there exist constants C ≥ 1 and ǫ > 0 (depending
only on λc, H0, α, ρ, C0, β, and in particular not on L) so that, for any pair (s,M),
M ≥ 1 and s ∈ (−ǫ, ǫ) satisfying
(34) |(fk−1)′(c1)||s| ≤ k−β , ∀1 ≤ k ≤M ,
the following holds: We have
(35) C−1 ≤
∣∣∣∣ (fk−1s )′(x)(fk−1)′(x)
∣∣∣∣ ≤ C , ∀x ∈ f(Jk−1) , ∀1 < k ≤M .
Furthermore, we have
(36) |(fks )′(x)| ≥ C−1L−3/2k−β/2|(fk−1)′(c1)|1/2 , ∀x ∈ Ik , ∀1 ≤ k ≤M ,
and
(37) |∂sfks (x)| ≤ C|(fk−1)′(c1)| , ∀x ∈ Jk−1 , ∀1 ≤ k ≤M ,
and, if J0 6= 0 (recall (4)) then for δ > 0 sufficiently small we have
(38) |∂sfks (x)| ≥ C−1|J0||(fk−1)′(c1)| , ∀x ∈ Jk−1 , ∀H(δ) ≤ k ≤M ,
where sign(∂sf
k
s (x) · (fk−1)′(c1)) = sign(J0). Finally, for 1 ≤ k < l ≤ M − 1, we
have
(39)
|(fks )′(c1,s)|
|(f ls)′(c1,s)|
≤ Ckα ,
where the constant in (39) depends in addition also on δ.
Proof. As a preliminary step, note that (34) implies that we can assume, up to
taking ǫ small enough (depending only on λc and H0) that
(40) |s| < M−β .
Next, for x ∈ JM−1 and s satisfying (34), let
Dk = sup
t∈[0,s]
|fk(x)− fkt (x)| .
Fix α+ 1 < β0 < β. We claim that
(41) Dk ≤ k−β0 , ∀1 ≤ k ≤M − 1 .
We show this by induction over k. For ǫ > 0 sufficiently small, (41) obviously holds
for all small k’s and arbitrary M . Assume that 1 < k ≤M − 1 and that the claim
holds for k − 1. Observe that
(42) ∂tf
k
t (y) =
k∑
j=1
(fk−jt )
′(f jt (y))(∂tft)(f
j−1
t (y)) , ∀y ∈ I and t ∈ E ,
2To prove (115) in [12] one should apply the fundamental theorem of calculus and Fubini
instead of the mean value theorem, see (97) for a similar computation.
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and there exists C˜ > 1 so that
|∂tft(y)|, |f ′′t (y)|, |∂tf ′t(y)| ≤ C˜ , ∀y ∈ I and t ∈ E .
Hence, by applying twice the mean value theorem
|f ′t(fkt (x)) − f ′(fk(x))| ≤ |f ′t(fkt (x))− f ′t(fk(x))| + |f ′t(fk(x)) − f ′(fk(x))|
≤ C˜Dk + C˜|t| , ∀t ∈ [0, s] ,
and we get |f ′t(fkt (x))| ≤ |f ′(fk(x))|+ CDk + C˜|t|. Combined with (42), it follows
(43)
∣∣∣∣ ∂tfkt (x)(fk−1)′(f(x))
∣∣∣∣ ≤ k∑
j=1
C˜
|(f j−1)′(f(x))|
k−1∏
i=j
(
1 +
C˜|t|+ C˜Di
|f ′(f i(x))|
)
.
Since f i+1(JM−1) ⊂ Bi+1, for i ≤ M − 2, it follows that |f i(x) − c| ≥ |f i(c1) −
c| − i−β/L. By (5) and (11) (maybe increase C˜ in order to control the small i’s),
we see that |f i(x) − c| ≥ C˜−1i−α, for all i ≤ M − 2, and since the critical point is
nondegenerate, we have |f ′(f i(x))| ≥ C˜−1|f i(x)− c| ≥ C˜−2i−α. Together with the
induction assumption on Di, i ≤ k− 1, and the assumption on s, it follows that for
all t ∈ [0, s]
C˜|t|+ C˜Di
|f ′(f i(x))| ≤ C˜
3iα(|t|+Di) ≤ C˜3iα(M−β + i−β0) ≤ 2C˜3i−(β0−α) .
Since i−(β0−α) is summable, the product in (43) is uniformly bounded by a constant
C′ and, by the mean value theorem and the distortion estimate Lemma 2.3 for t = 0,
we conclude
Dk ≤ C′C˜C(λc − 1)−1|(fk−1)′(c1)||s| ≤ C′C˜C(λc − 1)−1k−β ,
where in the last inequality we used the assumption (34) on s. This shows (41).
If f is Misiurewicz–Thurston (with α = β = 0), then as explained in Section 3.3
below the right hand side of (34) is replaced by a sufficiently small constant η > 0.
Then, we derive by a similar calculation as the one showing (41) that there exists
a constant C′ (depending only on the goodness parameters of f) such that for all
sufficiently small η > 0,
(44) Dk ≤ C′η|(fM−k)′(ck)|−1 , ∀ 1 ≤ k ≤M − 1 .
The η in the above bound is then used to show a positive lower bound for (45)
below. The remaining estimates for the polynomial case and the Misiurewicz–
Thurston case are the same. For further comments when f is Misiurewicz–Thurston
see Section 3.3.
We may now proceed to the estimates. For the distortion estimate (35), we find,
similarly as when deriving (43),
(45)
∣∣∣∣(fk−1s )′(x)(fk−1)′(x)
∣∣∣∣ ≤ k−2∏
i=0
(
1 +
C˜|s|+ C˜Di
|f ′(f i(x))|
)
, ∀x ∈ f(Jk−1) .
Using (41) and (40), we can proceed as in the proof of Lemma 2.3 to show that the
above product is bounded. The lower bound is obtained in a similar way, where,
without loss of generality, it is enough to consider the case of large M . (To deal
with small M , we might decrease ǫ, like when proving (40).)
The estimate (36) follows from |(fks )′(x)| ≥ C−1|x − c||(fks )′(fs(x))| combined
with (35), Lemma 2.3, and (24).
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By a similar calculation as in deriving (43) (whose right hand side is uniformly
bounded, as we have shown above), there exists a constant C′ ≥ 1 so that
(46) |∂sfks (x)| ≤ C′|(fk−1)′(f(x))| , ∀x ∈ Jk−1 .
By the distortion estimate Lemma 2.3, this shows (37).
Regarding (38), recall (35) and (14), and the fact that f is (λc, H0)-Collet–
Eckmann. For H0 ≤ k0 ≤ k ≤M − 1 and x ∈ Jk−1, we get
(47)
∣∣∣ k∑
j=k0
(∂sfs)(f
j
s (x))
(f js )′(fs(x))
∣∣∣ ≤ k∑
j=k0
C˜C2
|(f j)′(c1)| ≤
C˜C2λc
λc − 1 λ
−k0
c .
Fix k0 ≥ H0 such that the right hand side of (47) is smaller than J0/4. Once k0 is
fixed, we can take ǫ and δ small enough so that∣∣∣ k0−1∑
j=0
((∂tft)(cj)|t=0
(f j)′(c1)
− (∂sfs)(f
j
s (x))
(f js )′(fs(x))
)∣∣∣ ≤ J0
4
.
Recalling (42) and the definition of J0 in (4), we conclude that∣∣∣ ∂sfks (x)
(fk−1s )′(fs(x))
∣∣∣ = ∣∣∣ k−1∑
j=0
(∂sfs)(f
j
s (x))
(f js )′(fs(x))
∣∣∣ ≥ J0
4
.
Applying once more (35) and (14), this implies (38), provided δ is so small such
that H(δ) ≥ k0 (observe that the constants in the estimates we used do not depend
on δ). The statement about the signs follows immediately.
Finally, by Proposition 2.4 3 there exists a constant C′ such that for all t which
is good for the same parameters λc, H0, α > 1, ρ, C0, we have
|(fkt )′(c1,t)|/|(f lt )′(c1,t)| ≤ C′kα , ∀l > k ≥ 1 ,
and claim (39) follows immediately by (35). 
Let ft be a smooth one-parameter family of smooth nondegenerate unimodal
maps. As usual, we put f = f0. Adapting [12, (107)–(109)] to the polynomial
towers of the present work, and in view of Lemma 3.8, we introduce a key definition:
Definition 2.7 (Admissible pairs). Let Ca > C, where C ≥ 1 is given by Propo-
sition 2.4. Let α ≥ 0, β ≥ 0, ǫ > 0. A pair (M, t) with M ∈ Z+ is called a
(Ca, α, β, ǫ)-admissible pair (or just an admissible pair, if the meaning is clear) if
0 < |t| < ǫ and
(48) |(fM )′(c1)||t| ≤ C−1a M−(α+β) ,
and M is maximal for this property.
Observe that if (M, t) is an admissible pair then, by the maximality of M , we
find a constant C (only dependent on sup |f ′|) such that
(49) |(fM )′(c1)|−1 ≤ CCaMα+β |t| .
To motivate the definition, let f = f0, be good for parameters λc, H0, α > 1, ρ,
C0. Let δ > 0 be so small such that all results in Section 2 hold. Choose β > α+1.
Let ǫ > 0 be given by Lemma 2.6). (In our application below, ǫ may be further
reduced when invoking Lemma 3.8.) Then, if t is good for the same parameters and
3The proof of this fact uses properties (7) and (8) in Proposition 2.1.
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(M, t) is a (Ca, α, β, ǫ)-admissible pair, we claim that the estimates in Lemma 2.6
hold for M and all |s| ≤ t , with constants depending only on Ca. (Indeed, (39)
holds for s = 0 by Proposition 2.4 since Ca is larger than the constant C from that
proposition, so that (34) is satisfied by the admissibility condition.) In addition,
using (34) again, we may ensure, by Lemma 3.8 below, that the tower of ft coincides
with that of f up to level M .
3. Banach spaces and transfer operators on the tower
In this section we define the Banach spaces, transfer operators, and truncated
transfer operators used to prove our theorems, and we strengthen the results from
[12] on these objects: In Sections 3.1 and 3.2 we consider ft good for parame-
ters (λc, H0, α, ρ, C0), with α > 1, using the notation and tower construction from
Section 2.2. In Section 3.3, we summarise the changes needed to adapt the con-
structions of Sections 2, 3, and 3.1, 3.2 to the Misiurewicz–Thurston case (where
we take α = 0).
3.1. Banach spaces and transfer operators L̂t. Just like in [12], we shall work
with Sobolev spaces. For integer r ≥ 0, recall that the generalized Sobolev norm of
ψ : I → C is
‖ψ‖W r1 = ‖∂rxψ(x)‖L1(I) .
Note that ‖ψ‖L∞ ≤ C‖ψ‖W 11 (cf. inequality (134) below).
Fix λ so that
(50) 1 < λ < min(λ1/2c ,
√
ρ) .
(The square root in λ <
√
ρ is used in (72) below.) Let Λt ≥ λc be so that, for
some constant C = Ct ≥ 1, 4
(51) |(fkt )′(c1,t)| ≥
Λkt
Ct
, ∀k ≥ 1 .
We first introduce the Banach space of functions on the tower on which the
transfer operator (to be defined next) will act:
Definition 3.1 (Spaces Bt = BW
1
1
t , BL
1
t , BL
p
t ). Let Bt = BW
1
1
t be the space of
sequences ψˆ = (ψk : I → C, k ∈ Z+), so that each ψk is W 11 and, in addition,
(52) supp(ψ0) ⊂ (0, 1) , and supp(ψk) ⊂ Jk,t , ∀k ≥ 1 ,
endowed with the norm
‖ψˆ‖Bt =
∑
k≥0
‖ψk‖W 11 .
Let BL1t be the space of sequences ψˆ of functions ψk ∈ L1(I) satisfying (52), with
(53) ‖ψˆ‖
BL
1
t
=
∑
k≥0
λk‖ψk‖L1(I) .
For p > 1 and r = r(t, p) so 5 that
(54) λ1−r = Λ
1
2 (1−
1
p )
t ,
4The supremum of Collet–Eckmann constants λc,t is not always a Collet–Eckmann constant,
this is why we introduce Λt. See also Lemma 3.9.
5Note that (50) implies that r < 1/p < 1. If λ→ 1 then r → −∞, but it is instead convenient
to take λ ∼ min(λ1/4c ,√ρ), in view of (63).
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let BLpt be the space6 of sequences ψˆ of functions ψk ∈ Lp(I) satisfying (52), with
‖ψˆ‖BLpt :=
∑
k≥0
λkr‖ψk‖Lp(I) .
Remark 3.2 (Strong and weak norms). Generally, BW 11t will be the “strong” norm
and BL1t the “weak” norm, in the usual Lasota–Yorke meaning, see e.g. (64). (It
is easy to check that BW 11t is continuously embedded in BL
1
t using (22) and (52),
(50).)
The auxiliary weak norms BLpt for p > 1 will only be used in the Misiurewicz–
Thurston case (where β = 0), to get the lower bound in Theorem 1.7. We have,
recalling (22),
‖ψˆ‖BLpt =
∑
k≥0
λkr
(∫
I
|ψk|p dx
)1/p
≤
∑
k≥0
λkr |supp(ψk)|1/p‖ψk‖L∞
≤ C
∑
k≥0
λkrk−β/2pλ−k/2pc ‖ψk‖W 11 .
Since r < 1/p, we get ‖.‖BLpt ≤ C‖.‖Bt for any p > 1 by using λ <
√
λc from (50).
In addition the embedding BLpt ⊂ BL
1
is bounded for any p > 1:
‖ψˆ‖BL1 =
∑
k≥0
λk‖ψk‖L1(I) ≤
∑
k≥0
λk|supp(ψk)|(p−1)/p‖ψk‖Lp(I)
(55)
≤ C
∑
k≥0
λkk−β(p−1)/2p|(fk−1)′(c1)|−(p−1)/2p‖ψk‖Lp(I) ≤ CCt‖ψˆ‖BLpt ,
by the Ho¨lder inequality, and the definitions (54) of r and (51) of Λt.
The projection Πt(ψˆ) for a function ψˆ ∈ Bt is defined by
Πt(ψˆ)(x) =
∑
k≥0,ς∈{+,−}
λk
|(fkt )′(f−kt,ς (x))|
ψk(f
−k
t,ς (x))χk,t(x) ,(56)
where χk,t = 1[0,ck,t] if f
k
t has a local maximum at c, while χk,t = 1[ck,t,1] if f
k
t has
a local minimum at c (we set χ0,t ≡ 1, and when the meaning is clear we will omit
the factor χk,t in the formula; also in the definition of the transfer operator L̂ in
(59) below we will not write the factor χk,t). Note that, for ψˆ ∈ Bt, the function
fkt : [c, 1] ∩ supp(ψk)→ I is injective, and by a change of variables we have∫ 1
0
|ψk(f−kt,+(x))|χk,t(x)
|(fkt )′(f−kt,+(x))|
dx =
∫ 1
c
|ψk(x)| dx ,
and a similar formula holds when considering the branch f−kt,− (instead of inte-
grating over [c, 1] we integrate over [0, c] on the right hand side). Thus, we have
‖Πt(ψˆ)‖L1(I) ≤ ‖ψˆ‖BL1t . The case of B
Lp
t for p > 1 is a little less trivial:
Lemma 3.3. For any p > 1 and any 1 ≤ p˜ < p 2p+1 there exists C(p, p˜) ≥ 1 so that
‖Πt(ψˆ)‖Lp˜ ≤ C(p, p˜)Ct‖ψˆ‖BLpt .
6Defining BLpt by interpolation instead would not be appropriate, in view of (86), (117).
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Proof. By the Minkowski inequality and a change of variable
‖Πt(ψˆ)‖Lp˜ ≤
∑
k≥0,ς∈{+,−}
λk
(∫
I
|ψk(f−kt,ς (x))|p˜
|(fkt )′(f−kt,ς (x))|p˜
dx
)1/p˜
≤
∑
k≥0
λk
(∫
I
|ψk(y)|p˜
|(fkt )′(y)|p˜−1
dy
)1/p˜
.
For q′ > 1 and p′ > 1 so that q′−1 + p′−1 = 1, applying the Ho¨lder inequality,
changing variables again, and using the first inequality in (19) (which holds for any
y ∈ Jk,t) give(∫
I
|ψk(y)|p˜
|(fkt )′(y)|p˜−1
dy
)1/p˜
≤
(∫
supp(ψk)
1
|(fkt )′(y)|(p˜−1)q′
dy
)1/p˜q′
‖ψk‖Lp˜p′(I)
≤
∑
ζ=±
(∫
1
|(fkt )′(f−kt,ς (x))|(p˜−1)q′+1
dx
) 1
p˜q′
‖ψk‖Lp˜p′(I)
≤ C
(|(fk−1)′(c1,t)|1/2)(1−1/p˜)+1/(p˜q′)
(∫
I
χk,t(x)√|x− ck,t|(p˜−1)q′+1 dx
) 1
p˜q′
‖ψk‖Lp˜p′(I).
Now, if
(57) (p˜− 1)q′ + 1 < 2
then |x− ck,t|− (p˜−1)q
′+1
2 is integrable, and we find(∫
I
|ψk(y)|p˜
|(fkt )′(y)|p˜−1
dy
)1/p˜
≤ C2 1
(|(fk−1)′(c1,t)|1/2)(1−1/p˜)+1/(p˜q′) ‖ψk‖Lp˜p
′ (I)
Set p = p˜p′. Then, p˜ = p(1− 1/q′) so that (57) amounts to
q′ <
p+ 1
p− 1 ,
and the condition on p˜ is p˜ < p 2p+1 , as announced. Using that our choices give
1− 1
p
= 1− 1
p˜p′
= 1− 1
p˜
+
1
p˜q′
,
we find (by definition of r and Λt)
λk(1−r)
|(fk−1)′(c1,t)|[(1−1/p˜)+1/(p˜q′)]/2 ≤ C
Λ
k p−12p
t
|(fk−1)′(c1,t)|[(1−1/p˜)+1/(p˜q′)]/2 ≤ CCt ,
which concludes the proof of the lemma. 
In order to define the transfer operator L̂t, we introduce smooth cutoff functions
ξk,t defined as follows. The smoothness of the cutoff function is due to the fact that
the functions in Bt are smooth (we want this smoothness to be preserved when
applying the transfer operator defined below). For each k ≥ 0, let ξk,t : I → [0, 1]
be a C∞ function, with
supp(ξ0,t) = [c− δ, c+ δ] , ξ0,t|[c− δ2 ,c+ δ2 ] ≡ 1 ,
while for k ≥ 1 we set ξk,t ≡ 1 if Ik+2,t = ∅, and, otherwise we assume
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• ξk,t is unimodal,
• supp(ξk,t) = Jk+1,t,
• ξk,t|∪ς∈{+,−}f−(k+1)t,ς [ck+1,t−(k+1)−β/(2L3),ck+1,t+(k+1)−β/(2L3)] ≡ 1,
• sup |∂jxξk,t(x)| ≤ C|Jk+1,t|−j , for j = 1, 2, 3.
(The last property we assume holds also for k = 0.) Note that ξk,t(y) > 0 if
and only if fˆt(f
k
t (y), k) ∈ Bk+1,t × (k + 1). Further, observe that if ξk,t 6≡ 1,
then fk+2t (Jk+2,t) is adjacent to the boundary of Bk+2,t from which follows that
|fk+2t (Jk+2,t)| ≥ (k+2)−βL−3/2. Hence, we derive similarly as in the estimate (22)
above that for some constant C ≥ 1
(58) |Jk+1,t| ≥ |Jk+2,t| ≥ C−1k−β/2|(fk+1t )′(c1)|−1/2 , if Ik+2,t 6= ∅ .
This will give the estimate (61) below.
Definition 3.4 (Transfer operator). The transfer operator L̂t is defined for ψˆ ∈ Bt
by
(59) (L̂tψˆ)k(x) =

ξk−1,t(x)
λ · ψk−1(x) k ≥ 1 ,∑
j≥0,ς∈{+,−}
λj(1−ξj,t(f
−(j+1)
t,ς (x)))
|(fj+1t )
′(f
−(j+1)
t,ς (x))|
· ψj(f−(j+1)t,ς (x)) k = 0 .
Note that some j-terms in the sum for (L̂tψˆ)0(x) vanish, in particular, for all 1 ≤
j < H0, because of our choice of small δ. If 0 < ξj,t(y) < 1, then y will contribute
to both (L̂tψˆ)j+1(y) and (L̂tψˆ)0(f j+1(y)). In other words, the transfer operator
just defined is associated to a multivalued (probabilistic-type) tower dynamics. For
this multivalued dynamics, some points may fall from the tower a little earlier than
they would for fˆt. However, the conditions on the functions ξk,t guarantee that
they do not fall too early. More precisely, if we define “fuzzy” analogues of the
intervals Ik,t and Jk,t from (12) as follows
(60)
I˜k,t := {x ∈ I | ξk,t(x) < 1 , ξj,t(x) > 0 , ∀0 ≤ j < k} , J˜k,t = {c} ∪j≥k+1 I˜k,t ,
then we can replace Ik,t and Jk,t by I˜k,t in the previous estimates, in particular
in Lemma 2.6. Indeed, just observe that if a point “falls” according to our fuzzy
dynamics, it would have fallen for some choice of intervals B˜k,t so that
[ck,t − k−β/(2L3), ck,t + k−β/(2L3)] ⊂ B˜k,t ⊂ Bk,t .
Since we can apply Lemma 2.6 to the fuzzy intervals, we can combine (58) with
(19), (20), and (21), and it follows immediately from the conditions on ξk,t that
there is a constant C˜ ≥ 1 such that
‖ξk,t ◦ f−(k+1)t,± ‖C1 ≤ C˜kβ , ‖ξk,t ◦ f−(k+1)t,± ‖C2 ≤ C˜kmax(1+2α+β,2β),(61)
‖ξk,t ◦ f−(k+1)t,± ‖C3 ≤ C˜kmax(1+4α+β,3β) , for all k ≥ 1 .
(This is the polynomial analogue of condition [12, (75)]; the case j = 3 is used
together with (20), (21) in Appendix B.)
Remark 3.5 (Overlap control). In contrast to the intervals Ik, the intervals I˜k do
not have pairwise disjoint interiors. Nevertheless, it follows from the first paragraph
in the proof of Lemma 3.8 (see in particular (79)) that if L is large enough (and
thus δ small enough), we may choose the cutoff functions ξk so that for each k, the
cardinality of those I˜j , j 6= k, whose interiors intersect the interior of I˜k is bounded
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by 2. In other words each set {x ∈ supp ξk(x) | ξk(x) 6= 1} is contained in Ik+2, and
hence these sets are disjoint. (This overlap control is used to get the Lasota–Yorke
estimate at the heart of Proposition 3.6. The fact that the overlap is at most two
is used to get a good control in (101), which is essential for Theorem 1.7.)
Now, if we introduce the ordinary (Perron–Frobenius) transfer operator
Lt : L1(I)→ L1(I) , Ltϕ(x) =
∑
ft(y)=x
ϕ(y)
|f ′t(y)|
,
then we have
(62) LtΠt(ψˆ) = Πt(L̂tψˆ) , ∀ψˆ ∈ BL
1
t .
(See, e.g., [12] below equation (78).) In particular, if L̂tφˆ = φˆ then LtΠt(φˆ) =
Πt(φˆ).
Set w(x, k) = λk, for x ∈ I and k ≥ 0, and define ν to be the nonnegative
measure on ∪k≥0I × {k} whose density with respect to Lebesgue is w(x, k).
Proposition 3.6 (Spectral properties of L̂t). Let ft be good for parameters λc,
H0, α > 1, ρ, C0. Choose δ > 0 small, β > α+ 1 and λ > 1 as in (50). Then the
operator L̂t is bounded on Bt, and for any
(63) 1 < Θ0 < min(
λ
1/2
c
λ
, λ) ,
the essential spectral radius of L̂t on Bt is bounded by Θ−10 . The spectral radius of
L̂t on Bt is equal to 1, where 1 is a simple eigenvalue for a nonnegative eigenvector
φˆt. If ft is mixing, then 1 is the only eigenvalue of modulus 1, otherwise the
other eigenvalues of modulus 1 are simple and located at roots of unity e2ıjπ/Pt ,
j = 0, . . . , Pt−1, for Pt ≥ 2 the renormalisation period of ft. The fixed point of the
dual of L̂t is ν. If ν(φˆt) = 1, then φt := Πt(φˆt) is the density of the unique absolutely
continuous ft-invariant probability measure. Finally,
7 φˆt,0 ∈ W 21 , uniformly in the
goodness (once δ, β, L, and λ are fixed).
Proof. The proof is an adaptation of Propositions 4.10 and 4.11 in [12] to our
fat tower, using the polynomial recurrence condition. We give it in Appendix B,
mentioning here only that the key (Lasota–Yorke) estimate is that there exists a
constant C > 0, depending only on the goodness of ft, δ, and L, such that
(64) ‖L̂nt (ψˆ)‖Bt ≤ CΘ−n0 ‖ψˆ‖Bt + C‖ψˆ‖BL1t , ∀n ≥ 1 ,
for all ψˆ ∈ Bt. 
3.2. Truncated transfer operators L̂t,M on the tower. We introduce for each
M ≥ 0 the truncation operator TM defined by
TM (ψˆ)k =
{
ψk k ≤M
0 k > M .
(65)
By definition TM is a bounded operator on Bt, with ‖TM‖Bt ≤ 1 for any M . The
truncated transfer operator L̂t,M : Bt → Bt is the bounded operator defined by
L̂t,M = TM L̂tTM .
7We use here that ft is C4 and not just C3.
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The following proposition lists the basic spectral properties of the truncated
transfer operator. For the maximal eigenvector φˆt of L̂t given by Proposition 3.6
we assume always that it is normalised by ν(φt) = 1.
Proposition 3.7 (Spectral properties of the truncated operator L̂t,M ). For any t
which is good for parameters λc, H0, α > 1, ρ, C0, the essential spectral radius of
L̂t,M acting on Bt is not larger than Θ−10 < 1, where Θ0 satisfies condition (63).
There exists M0 ≥ 1 (depending only on the goodness of ft) so that, for all M ≥
M0, the operator L̂t,M has a real nonnegative maximal eigenfunction φˆt,M , for a
simple eigenvalue Θ−10 < κt,M ≤ 1, and the dual operator of L̂t,M has a nonnegative
maximal eigenfunction νt,M . If we normalise νt,M by νt,M (φˆt) = 1, and φˆt,M by
ν(φˆt,M ) (recall that ν = νt), then we have the bounds supM ‖νt,M‖(BL1t )∗ ≤ C1,
supM ‖φˆt,M‖Bt ≤ C1, and supM ‖φˆt,M,0‖W 21 ≤ C1, for a constant C1 depending
only on the goodness of ft and the C
4 norm of ft.
Furthermore, fixing υ < 1, and setting
(66) τt,M =M
(α−β)/2λM |(fMt )′(c1,t)|−1/2 < 1 ,
there exists Ct ≥ 1 so that for all M ≥M0
‖φˆt − φˆt,M‖BL1 ≤ Ctτυt,M , ‖ν − νt,M‖B∗t ≤ Ctτυt,M , |κt,M − 1| ≤ Ctτυt,M .(67)
In particular,
(68) 1 ≤ κ−Mt,M ≤ Ct , ∀M ≥M0 .
Bootstrapping from the estimates above, Proposition 4.2 will give uniformity of
Ct as a function of t and the more precise control on ‖φˆt− φˆt,M‖BL1 and estimates
on ‖φˆt − φˆt,M‖BLp (p > 1) that are needed for Theorems 1.2 and 1.7.
Proof of Proposition 3.7. We adapt the proof of [12, Lemma 4.12] to our polynomial
tower setting, i.e., we apply the perturbation results of Keller and Liverani [24]. As
usual, we assume that t = 0 and set f = f0. Uniformity in t of the constant C1 will
follow from uniformity of the goodness.
The claim about the essential spectral radius can be obtained by going over the
proof of Proposition 3.6, checking that it applies to L̂M and that the constants are
uniform in M . More precisely, there exists C ≥ 1 so that for all n and all M
(69) max(‖L̂n(ψˆ)‖
BW
1
1
, ‖L̂nM (ψˆ)‖BW11 ) ≤ CΘ
−n
0 ‖ψˆ‖BW11 + C‖ψˆ‖BL1 ,
and (note that ν(|L̂nM (ψˆ)|) ≤ ν(L̂nM (|ψˆ|)) ≤ ν(L̂n(|ψˆ|)) = ν(|ψˆ|) = ‖ψˆ‖BL1 ; see also
(139) below)
(70) ‖L̂n‖BL1 ≤ 1 , ‖L̂nM‖BL1 ≤ 1 , ∀M , ∀n .
To prove the other claims, we shall use that there exists C so that for all large
enough M
(71) ‖(L̂ − L̂M )(ψˆ)‖BL1 ≤ CτM‖ψˆ‖BW11 .
This inequality is an easy consequence of
‖ (id− TM )ψˆ‖BL1 ≤ CτM‖ψˆ‖BW11 ,
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which follows from the estimate ‖ψk‖L1 ≤ |supp(ψk)| sup |ψk| combined with (22),
Proposition 2.4, and (134) (and recalling the λk weight in the BL1 norm). Indeed,
recalling (22), we have,
‖(id− TM )(ψˆ)‖BL1 =
∑
k≥M+1
λk
∫
I
|ψk(x)| dx ≤
∑
k≥M+1
λk|supp(ψk)|‖ψk‖L∞
≤ C2‖ψˆ‖BλM M
−β/2
|(fM )′(c1)|1/2
∑
k≥M+1
λk−M
|(fk−M−1)′(cM+1)|1/2 .(72)
Since λ <
√
ρ we derive, as in the proof of Proposition 2.4, that the last sum on
the right hand side is bounded by a constant times Mα/2.
Then, setting P(ψˆ) = φˆν(ψˆ) and PM (ψˆ) = φˆMνM (ψˆ) for the respective spectral
projectors of L̂ corresponding to their maximal eigenvalue, [24, Theorem 1, Corol-
lary 1] give for any υ < 1 a constant Ct so that ‖(PM − P)(ψˆ)‖BL1 ≤ CtτυM‖ψˆ‖B,
which gives, taking ψˆ = φˆ, that ‖φˆM − φˆ‖ ≤ CtτυM .
We cannot claim yet that Ct is uniform in t, because we have not proved yet
that there exists a neighbourhood of 1 which intersects the spectrum σ(L̂t) of
L̂t : Bt → Bt only at z = 1, for all good t close enough to a good t0. Indeed, a
priori, the renormalisation period Pt of ft could be unbounded, and the constants
(73) θt = sup{z ∈ σ(L̂t) | |z| 6= 1} < 1
could accumulate at 1 for (good) t → t0. Uniformity of Pt and θt when t ∈ ∆0 is
the last claim of Proposition 4.1 below. 8 Note that θt gives an upper bound on
the rate of decay of correlations of fPt (for C1 functions, e.g.).
We may also apply the results of [24] to the dual operators (exchanging the roles
of the weak and strong norms): Indeed, for any µ ∈ (BL1)∗, we have
(74) sup
‖ψˆ‖
B
W11
≤1
|µ(L̂(ψˆ)− L̂M (ψˆ))| ≤ CτM sup
‖ψˆ‖
BL
1≤1
|µ(ψˆ)| ,
while the Lasota–Yorke estimates for L̂∗ and L̂∗M are an immediate consequence of
those for L̂ and L̂M . Setting P∗(µ) = νµ(φˆ) and P∗M (µ) = νMµ(φˆM ), [24, Theorem
1, Corollary 1] give
(75) sup
‖ψˆ‖B≤1
|[(P∗M − P)(µ)](ψˆ)| ≤ CtτυM sup
‖ψˆ‖
BL
1≤1
|µ(ψˆ)| ,
and, recalling our normalisation, we may apply the above bound to µ = ν. Alto-
gether, this gives the bounds (67) for υ ∈ (0, 1). The bound κM ≤ 1 follows from
the fact that κM is an eigenvalue for φˆM ∈ BL1 and since by (70) the spectral
radius of L̂M on BL1 is bounded by 1.
It follows from what has been done up to now (and using the fact that L̂M is
a nonnegative operator to analyse its maximal eigenvector, which satisfies φˆM =
limn→∞
1
n
∑n−1
k=0 κ
−k
M L̂kM (φˆ), see also [21, pp. 933-935, Thm 27]) that
sup
M
‖νˆt,M‖(BL1t )∗ ≤ C1 , supM ‖φˆM‖BW11 ≤ C1 ,
8This holds a fortiori in the easier setting of [12] where Pt ≡ P , proving the claim on θt in [12,
§5.2].
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uniformly in t. To show supM ‖φˆt,M,0‖W 21 ≤ C1, we proceed like when proving the
analogous statement of Proposition 3.6 in Appendix B, and we get uniform bounds
in M and t. 
Recall the notion (48) of admissible pairs (M, t). In the following lemma, we
use the freedom in the choice of the intervals Bk,t and cutoff functions ξk,t in order
to, loosely speaking, identify the towers up to some level M = M(t) for t close
to t0 = 0 . The result is a counterpart to Proposition 5.9 in [12]. The difference
with the horizontal case there is that, in our present transversal case, the distance
|ck,t − ck| grows like |t||(fk)′(c1)|, i.e., exponentially fast.
Lemma 3.8 (Identical M -truncated towers for f and ft). Let f = f0 be good for
parameters λc, H0, α > 1, ρ, C0. If the constant L > 1 in the definitions of the
tower and of the cutoff functions ξk is sufficiently large, then we can choose a tower
fˆ : Iˆ → Iˆ, cutoff functions ξk, and a transfer operator L̂ for f , and ǫ > 0 such that
for any M ≥ 1, and for any t ∈ (−ǫ, ǫ) which is good for the same parameters and
so that
(76) |(fk−1)′(c1)||t| ≤ k−β ∀1 ≤ k ≤M ,
one can construct the tower fˆt : Iˆt → Iˆt and the transfer operator L̂t such that
(77) Jk+1,t = Jk+1 and ξk,t = ξk , ∀0 ≤ k ≤M − 1 .
Proof. Let ǫ > 0 be so small as in Lemma 2.6, and take L > max(2C3, 4) where C is
given by Lemma 2.3 and Lemma 2.6. (Observe that the constant C in Lemma 2.3
and Lemma 2.6, respectively, does not depend on L and on δ.) Regarding Re-
mark 3.5 above, we will be a bit careful in choosing the tower for f . We fix a tower
fˆ : Iˆ → Iˆ where the levels Ek, k ≥ 1, are defined inductively by setting
Bk =
[
ck − k
−β
2L2
, ck +
k−β
2L2
]
, if
k−β
L2
≤ |fk(Jk−1)| ≤ 2k
−β
L2
,
and
Bk =
[
ck − k
−β
L2
, ck +
k−β
L2
]
, otherwise.
This implies |fk(Ik)|/|fk(Jk−1)| ≥ 1/2 whenever Ik 6= ∅, which in turn implies that
(78)
|Ik|
|Jk−1| ≥ C
−2
√
|f(Ik)|
|f(Jk−1)| ≥ C
−3/
√
2 ,
where in the second inequality we used Lemma 2.3. Since the length of Ik is
comparable to the length of Jk−1, we can now construct the cutoff function ξk−2
such that
(79) {x | 0 < ξk−2(x) < 1} ⊂ Ik , ∀k ≥ 2 ,
and |∂rxξk−2| ≤ C˜|Jk−1|−r, r = 1, 2, 3, for some constant C˜, and all the other
requirements on cutoff functions are satisfied.
Recall that no point falls from the tower up to level H(δ). Hence, the assertion
of Lemma 3.8 is trivially satisfied for all 0 ≤ k ≤ H(δ)− 2 (for arbitrary choices of
towers and transfer operators). Let H(δ) − 1 ≤ k ≤ M − 1, and assume that (77)
is satisfied for all 0 ≤ j ≤ k − 1. Assuming C so large that C−1|x − c| ≤ |f ′t(x)| ≤
C|x− c|, we derive from (35) and Lemma 2.3 that
(80) C−3|fk+1(Jk)| ≤ |fk+1t (Jk)| ≤ C3|fk+1(Jk)| ,
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for all t satisfying (76). If Ik+1 = ∅ then fk+1(Jk) ⊂ Bk+1. Hence, by the upper
bound in (80), the choice of L, and the definition of Bk+1, we have |fk+1t (Jk)| ≤
L−1(k + 1)−β . It follows that we can choose Bk+1,t satisfying (10) and so that
Ik+1,t = ∅. By definition, ξk−1,t = ξk−1 ≡ 1, which implies (77).
If Ik+1 6= ∅ then the interval fk+1(Jk+1) is adjacent to the boundary of Bk+1. Set
Bk+1,t = [ck+1,t−b, ck+1,t+b], where b = |fk+1t (Jk+1)|. By the choice of L andBk+1,
and using both inequalities in (80), we get L−3(k+ 1)−β ≤ b ≤ L−1(k+1)−β from
which follows thatBk+1,t satisfies the condition (10). By construction Jk+1,t = Jk+1
and Ik+1,t = Ik+1. Hence, we can set ξk−1,t = ξk−1 which concludes the proof of
Lemma 3.8. 
3.3. The Misiurewicz–Thurston case. In this section we discuss the modifica-
tions in the parameter selection, tower construction, and transfer operator proper-
ties, which will allow us to get stronger results in the Misiurewicz–Thurston case.
If ft is Misiurewicz–Thurston, we shall prove next that we may take α = β = 0
in the definitions in Sections 2 and 3. In particular, the sizes of the levels of the
tower are uniformly bounded from below. (The fact that the size of the levels
is bounded from below will be essential to get the lower bound of Theorem 1.7
in Section 5, see e.g. (130).) The first remark is that we can take β = α = 0
in the distortion Lemma 2.3, if we assume that L is large enough so that for all
k ≥ 1, an L−1 neighbourhood of ck does not intersect a fixed neighbourhood of c.
Next, Proposition 2.4 holds, setting α = 0 (its proof is trivial in the Misiurewicz–
Thurston case). The exponential decay property (22) also holds, setting β = 0, and
all bounds in Lemma 2.5 are true, setting α = β = 0, and removing the remaining
factor j in the right hand sides of (20) and (21). All claims in Lemma 2.6 are true
for α = β = 0, up to replacing k−β by η for some small η > 0 in (34) (see also the
paragraph containing (44) in the proof of Lemma 2.6). If t is Misiurewicz–Thurston,
we use the definition (48) of admissible pairs (M, t), setting α = β = 0. Then, in
the Misiurewicz–Thurston case, if Ca is large enough then |(fM )′(c1)||t| ≤ C−1a
implies (34), and we shall assume this throughout.
We now construct the set ∆MT of sequences t(n) → t0 which will give The-
orem 1.7, by exhibiting Misiurewicz–Thurston parameters with uniform average
postcritical expansion. As usual we assume t0 = 0 and we remove the 0 from
the notation. (We shall discuss the Banach space construction, transfer operator
properties, and Lemma 3.8 in the Misiurewicz–Thurston case after the proof of the
following lemma.)
Lemma 3.9 (Admissible Misiurewicz–Thurston pairs with uniform postcritical
multipliers). Let f = f0 be a mixing Misiurewicz–Thurston map, and assume the
family ft is transversal at f0. Let ℓ0 denote the postcritical period of f . If Ca in
(48) defining admissible pairs for α = β = 0 is large enough then, defining Λt in
(51) for Misiurewicz–Thurston maps by
Λt = lim
k→∞
|(fkt )′(c1,t)|1/k ,
there exists C > 1 such that for each large enough integer m, there exists a
Misiurewicz–Thurston map ft and an integer M with |M − m| < ℓ0 such that
(M, t) is an admissible pair and
(81) C−1Λkt ≤ |(fk−1t )′(c1,t)| ≤ CΛkt , ∀ k ≥ 1 ,
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furthermore, setting Λ = Λ0, we have
(82) C−1 ≤
(
Λt
Λ
)M
≤ C ,
and, for 0 ≤ k ≤ M , the points ck,t and ck are either both local maxima or both
local minima for fkt and f
k, respectively, and, for H(δ) ≤ k ≤ M and x ∈ Jk,
if they are local maxima then fkt (x) < f
k(x), and if they are local minima then
fk(x) < fkt (x).
Finally, the set ∆MT of parameters satisfying the above properties enjoy uniform
goodness constants. (This set is infinite countable and accumulates at t = 0.)
Proof of Lemma 3.9. For m large, cm is in the postcritical periodic orbit of f . Let
M ≥ m be minimal such that |(fM+i)′(c1)| > |(fM )′(c1)|, for all i ≥ 1. Obviously
M −m < ℓ0.
Since the family ft is transversal at f0, the map f0 is not conjugated to the Ulam–
von Neumann map, i.e., c2 = f
2
0 (c) is not equal to the left fixed point f(0) = 0. (If
it were, by (38), for k large, a neighbourhood of t = 0 in E would be mapped by
t 7→ fkt (c) to a neighbourhood of 0 in R. But since 0 is the left endpoint of I, this is
not possible.) Therefore cM is contained in the open interval (c2, c1). Furthermore,
there is at least one point y in the interior of [c2, c1]\{ci | i ≥ 0} which is eventually
mapped to cM but such that f
i(y) 6= c, for all i ≥ 0. 9
Let then t1 = t1(M) > 0 be minimal and t2 = t2(M) > t1 be maximal such
that (M, t) is an admissible pair for all t ∈ (t1, t2]. Observe for further use that, by
definition of admissible pairs, if m is large enough,
t2 − t1
t2
=
C−1a (|(fM )′(c1)|−1 −maxi≥1 |(fM+i)′(c1)|−1)
C−1a |(fM )′(c1)|−1
= 1− max
1≤i≤ℓ0
|(f i)′(cM )|−1 ,
so that, by the definition of M , and for large enough m0,
inf
m≥m0
inf
M≥m
|t2(M)− t1(M)|
|t2(M)| > 0 .(83)
By Lemma 2.6, for k ≥ H(δ), the sign of (fk−1)′(c1) ·∂tfkt (c)|t=0 is independent on
k. We are therefore in one of the following two situations: Either for all k ≥ H(δ),
if ck is a local maxima for f
k then ∂tf
k
t (c)|t=0 < 0, while if ck is a local minima
for fk then ∂tf
k
t (c)|t=0 > 0; in this case we set ∆(M) = [−t2,−t1). Or for all
k ≥ H(δ), if ck is a local maxima for fk then ∂tfkt (c)|t=0 > 0, while if ck is a local
minima for fk and ∂tf
k
t (c)|t=0 < 0; in this case, we set ∆(M) = (t1, t2]. By (14)
and by the sign assertion just below (38) (applied to x ∈ Jk), our choice of ∆(M)
implies the assertion below property (82).
By (37), |cj − cj,t| is bounded from above by a constant times |(f j−1)′(c1)||t|,
for all j ≤ M and all |t| ≤ t2. Since |(fM )′(c1)||t| ≤ C−1a and since the derivative
|(fM−j)′(cj)| of the Misiurewicz–Thurston map f grows exponentially in M − j,
there exists an integer ℓ1, which does not depend on M , such that cM−ℓ1,t is
contained in (c2, c1), for all t ∈ [−t2, t2]. On the other hand, by the uniformity
9If f0 is not mixing, we could apply the argument to its deepest renormalisation fR0 on a
mixing interval Rc, if we assumed that fR0 is not conjugated to an Ulam–von Neumann map.
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of ℓ1, the fact that |(fM+1)′(c1)||t| ≥ C−1a , and by the transversality property (38),
there is a constant C˜ > 1 such that
inf
M
|{cM−ℓ1,t | t ∈ ∆(M)}| ≥ C˜−1 inf
M
t2(M)− t1(M)
t2(M)
≥ 1
C˜2
,
where in the last inequality we used (83). It easily follows that there is a finite
collection J of open intervals contained in (c2, c1) such that for each large enough
m the interval {cM(m)−ℓ1,t | t ∈ ∆(M(m))} contains at least one interval of J .
Since we assumed that f0 is mixing, the support of its absolutely continuous
invariant measure is [c2, c1]. Recall the point y ∈ (c2, c1) constructed in the begin-
ning of the proof, and let kM ≥ 1 be minimal such that fkM (y) = cM . Fix m large
and let J ∈ J be covered by {cM(m)−ℓ1,t | t ∈ ∆(M(m))}. By ergodicity of f on
the support of the absolutely continuous invariant measure, there exists k = k(J)
so that fk(J) contains y. Therefore, we find a point x ∈ J and an iterate jM ≥ 1
(with jM ≤ k(J) + kM ) such that f jM (x) = cM and so that the points f i(x),
0 ≤ i ≤ jM − 1, avoid a neighbourhood V of c. Hence, by the implicit function
theorem, if |t2| is sufficiently small, for all t ∈ [−t2, t2], we find points xM,t ∈ J
and dM,t ∈ (c2, c1) (depending differentiably on t) , such that dM,0 = cM , and dM,t
is a (repelling) periodic point for ft with period ℓ0, while f
jM
t (xM,t) = dM,t, and
the points f it (xM,t), 0 ≤ i ≤ jM − 1, avoid a neighbourhood V ′ ⊂ V of c. Since
{cM−ℓ1,t | t ∈ ∆(M)} contains J , and J contains the closure of {xM,t | t ∈ ∆(M)},
it follows by the intermediate value theorem that there exists t ∈ ∆(M) such that
cM−ℓ1,t = xM,t (with f
jM
t (xM,t) the repelling periodic point dM,t).
Since the number of intervals in J is finite and since cM can attain maximal
ℓ0 different values, it follows that supJ∈J k(J) < ∞ and supM kM < ∞. Hence,
there is an integer j0 and a neighbourhood U of c, such that for every large m,
defining M(m) as above, there exist t = t(M) ∈ ∆(M) and j ≤ j0 such that
cM−ℓ1+j,t = dM,t (the repelling periodic point constructed above by considering a
suitable J) and ci,t /∈ U , for all i ≥ 1. By construction, (M, t(M)) is an admissible
pair. By the admissible pair condition, |f ′(f i(cm)) − f ′t(f it (dM,t))|, 1 ≤ i ≤ ℓ0,
is bounded from above by a constant times Λ−M . This immediately implies (82).
It remains to show (81), which easily follows from the distortion bounds (35),
property (82), and the fact that cM,t is iterated at most j0 steps to the postcritical
periodic orbit while these iterations lie outside the neighbourhood U of c.
Let ∆MT be the sequence of Misiurewicz–Thurston parameters
{t(M(m)) | m ≥ m0}
just defined. Uniformity of goodness constants for ∆MT is straightforward: Take
λc < Λ and assume that M is sufficiently large. Then, by (81) and (82), we find
an integer H0 such that, for all t ∈ ∆MT , the map ft is (λc, H0)-Collet–Eckmann.
Properties (7) and (8) can be shown as in the proof of Proposition 2.1 (where we
might have to intersect ∆MT with a ǫ(δ)-neighbourhood of t0 = 0).
This concludes the proof of Lemma 3.9. 
Remark 3.10. The assertion in Lemma 3.9 just below (82) holds only on one side
of t0. Hence, the Misiurewicz–Thurston parameters constructed in Lemma 3.9 lie
either all to the left or all to the right of t0. This will simplify the proof of the lower
bound in Section 5.1 considerably by avoiding potential cancellations. However,
it is quite likely that, by doing careful estimates and by possibly adapting the
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observable AD below, one would obtain a similar lower bound in Section 5.1, even
if the assertion in Lemma 3.9 below (82) is not satisfied (allowing the construction
of Misiurewicz–Thurston parameters on both sides).
Banach spaces, transfer operators, the spectral Propositions 3.6 and 3.7.
In the Misiurewicz–Thurston case, we may now construct the Banach spaces,
the transfer operators L̂t and the truncated transfer operators L̂t,M exactly like in
Sections 3.1 and 3.2, setting α = β = 0. (The only difference is that (61) is replaced
by ‖ξk ◦ f−(k+1)± ‖C3 ≤ C for all k ≥ 1.) In the definition of the space BL
p
, we take
Λt in (51) equal to Λt in (81). We claim that for each p > 1 there exists C so that
(84) sup
n
‖L̂nt ‖BLpt ≤ C .
Indeed, for k ≥ 1, the definition of L̂t gives
λkr‖[L̂tψˆ]k‖Lp(I) ≤ λ(k−1)rλr−1‖ψˆk−1‖Lp(I) ,
and we only have to consider [L̂tψˆ]0. Using Minkowski’s inequality, a change of
variable, the bound (19), and the definition of Λt, we find a constant C such that
‖[L̂tψˆ]0‖Lp(I) ≤
∑
j=0 or j≥H(δ)
λj
( ∫
I
|(1− ξj)ψj |p
|(f j+1t )′(y)|p−1
dy
)1/p
≤ C
∑
j=0 or j≥H(δ)
λjΛ
−p−12p j
t ‖ψj‖Lp(I) .
By the definition (54) of r, the right hand side is bounded by C‖ψˆ‖BLpt . We have
proved ‖L̂t‖BLpt ≤ C. The proof of supn ‖L̂nt ‖BLpt ≤ C using the above remarks is
straightforward under the Misiurewicz–Thurston assumption, exploiting the overlap
control of fuzzy intervals in Remark 3.5 (simplifying greatly Appendix B of [12]).
The Lasota–Yorke inequality
(85) max(‖L̂nt (ψˆ)‖B, ‖L̂nt,M (ψˆ)‖B) ≤ CΘ−n0 ‖ψˆ‖B + C‖ψˆ‖BLp ,
for p > 1 follows from the Lasota–Yorke inequality for B and BL1 and the embed-
ding of BLp in BL1 given by (55). Note that Rellich–Kondrachov gives that the
embedding BW 11 ⊂ BLp is compact since p <∞ and using (22). Finally,
‖(id− TM )ψˆ‖BLp =
∑
k≥M+1
λkr
(∫
I
|ψk(x)|p dx
)1/p
(86)
≤ C
∑
k≥M+1
λk sup |ψk|
λk(1−r)|(fk−1t )′(c1,t)|1/2p
≤ C2λM
∑
k≥M+1
1
Λ
(1−1/p)k/2
t Λ
k/2p
t
≤ C3λM |(fMt )′(c1)|−1/2 .
(In the second inequality, we used the definition (54) of r. In the last inequality we
used the upper bound |(fk−1t )′(c1,t)| ≤ CΛkt for all k
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Therefore, the spectral properties stated in Propositions 3.6 and 3.7 (setting
α = β = 0) hold, with the same proofs. In fact, by (84) and (85), (86), we may use
the norm of BLp for all p ≥ 1 as a weak norm.
Finally, if (M, t) is an admissible pair furnished by Lemma 3.9, then by (81) and
(82), we have
C−3Λk ≤ |(fk−1t )′(c1,t)| ≤ C3Λk , ∀ 1 ≤ k ≤ 2M .
Using this estimate one can easily adapt the proof of Lemma 3.8 to ensure that the
tower of ft coincides with the tower of f up to level 2M (instead of M). Thus, in
the Misiurewicz–Thurston case we have
(87) Jk+1,t = Jk+1 and ξk,t = ξk , ∀ 0 ≤ k ≤ 2M − 1 .
4. Whitney–Ho¨lder upper bounds — Proof of Theorem 1.2
4.1. The main decomposition – Upper bounds. For ft either good with α > 1
or Misiurewicz–Thurston, we proved in Sections 3.1 and 3.3, respectively, that the
invariant density of ft can be written as φt = Πt(φˆt), where φˆt is the nonnegative
and normalised fixed point of L̂t on Bt. Writing f = ft0 (as usual we assume t0 = 0
and we remove the 0 from the notation), as in [12, §6], our starting point is the
decomposition
φt − φ =
[
Πt(φˆt − φˆt,M ) + Π(φˆM − φˆ)
]
+ [Πt(φˆt,M − φˆM )] + [(Πt −Π)(φˆM )] .
(88)
We next state three propositions giving upper bounds on the three terms in the
right hand side of the above decomposition. The proof of Theorem 1.2 will easily
follow. The upper bounds for the first two square brackets in (88) have a stronger
form in the Misiurewicz–Thurston case, and they will be used in combination with
Proposition 5.1 below (which gives a lower bound for the third square bracket in
the decomposition (88)) to show Theorem 1.7 in Section 5.
We first discuss the effect of parameter change on the truncated eigenvalues, i.e.,
the contribution of the second square bracket in the right hand side of (88). The
following proposition shows that our choice of admissible pairs (M, t) was indeed
optimal:
Proposition 4.1 (Strong norm control of t 7→ φˆt,M ). If f = f0 is good, with
α > 1, constructing the tower and transfer operators as in Sections 2.2 and 3.1–3.2
(in particular β > α + 1, and we use Lemma 3.8), there exists C such that for
each admissible pair (M, t), with t good for the same parameters and |t| sufficiently
small, we have
(89) ‖φˆt,M − φˆM‖B ≤ CMmax(2+2α,1+β)|t|1/2 .
If f = f0 is Misiurewicz–Thurston, mixing, and transversal, recalling the tower
and transfer operator construction in Section 3.3 (α = β = 0, recalling also (87))
and the set ∆MT of Misiurewicz–Thurston parameters accumulating at 0 given by
Lemma 3.9, there exists a constant C such that for each admissible pair (M, t) with
t ∈ ∆MT and |t| sufficiently small, we have 10 for each p ≥ 1
(90) ‖φˆt,2M − φˆ2M‖BLp ≤ ‖φˆt,2M − φˆ2M‖B ≤ C|t|1/2 .
10The proof of (92) shows that truncating at M + C logM would be sufficient; but the proof
for 2M in (90) is not harder.
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Finally, in both cases above, the renormalisation period Pt of ft is not larger
than P0 for all small enough t, good with the same parameters, the constant Ct
from Proposition 3.7 is bounded uniformly in such t, and there exists Θ1 > 1 so
that for any such t satisfying in addition Pt = P0, recalling (73), we have θt < Θ
−1
1 .
The proof of Proposition 4.1 is given in Section 4.2.
We next control the effect of truncation, i.e., the contribution of the terms in
the first square bracket of (88). For any υ < 1, Proposition 3.7 and the definition
of admissible pairs (M, t) give a constant C so that
‖φˆt,M − φˆt‖BL1 ≤ C|t|υ/2 .
The following proposition gives the improvement of the above bound needed for
both our main theorems:
Proposition 4.2 (Weak norm control of M 7→ φˆt,M ). If f = f0 is good, with
α > 1, constructing the tower and transfer operators as in Sections 2.2 and 3.1–
3.2, there exists C such that for each admissible pair (M, t), with t good for the
same parameters and |t| sufficiently small, we have
(91) max{‖φˆt,M − φˆt‖BL1 , ‖νt,M − νt‖B∗} ≤ C|t|1/2M2+α .
If f = f0 is Misiurewicz–Thurston, mixing, and transversal, recalling the con-
struction in Section 3.3 (in particular, α = β = 0) and the set ∆MT of Misiurewicz–
Thurston parameters accumulating at 0 given by Lemma 3.9, there exists a constant
C such that for each admissible pair (M, t) with t ∈ ∆MT , we have for any p > 1,
(92) max{‖φˆt,2M − φˆt‖BLp , ‖νt,2M − νt‖B∗ |} ≤ C|t|1/2 ,
Proposition 4.2 is proved in Section 4.3. The last ingredient for the proof of
Theorem 1.2 is the following elementary but crucial lemma, which takes care of
the last contribution in (88), i.e., the displacement of the “spikes” (the square root
singularities 1/
√|x− ck,t| in the invariant densities):
Proposition 4.3 (Upper bounds on spike displacement). If f = f0 is good, with
α > 1, taking β > α + 1 and constructing the tower and transfer operators as in
Sections 2.2 and 3.1–3.2, there exists a constant C such that for each admissible
pair (M, t), with t good for the same parameters and |t| sufficiently small, and for
all A ∈ C1/2,
|
∫
I
A(x)(Πt −Π)(φˆM )(x)dx| ≤ C|t|1/2‖A‖C1/2 .
Remark 4.4. The proof of Proposition 4.3 applied to the Misiurewicz–Thurston
setting α = β = 0 would give an additional factor | log |t|| in the upper bound, since
the size of the Bk’s does not converge to 0 when k →∞. If the observable A is C1,
this log-factor vanishes. (See the upper bound in Proposition 5.1 and its proof.)
Proof of Theorem 1.2. Let ∆ ⊂ E be the set given by Proposition 2.1. For given
Γ > 4, we can choose α > 1 and β > 1 + α, so that 4 < max(2 + 2α, 1 + β) ≤ Γ.
For this choice of α, by Proposition 2.1, we find for each t0 ∈ ∆ a set ∆0 ⊂ ∆
of good parameters having the same goodness constants as t0, and ∆0 contains t0
as a Lebesgue density point. Recall the constant ǫ(δ) in Proposition 2.1, and the
choice of ǫ > 0 in Lemmas 3.8 and 2.6. Now we can choose δ > 0 and ǫ(δ) ≥ ǫ > 0
small enough (and L > 1 in Section 2.2 large enough) so that all corresponding
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assertions in Sections 2–3 and in Proposition 4.1–4.3 hold (with uniform constants)
for all t ∈ ∆0∩ (t0− ǫ, t0+ ǫ). (In Lemma 2.6, we allow of course t ∈ (t0− ǫ, t0+ ǫ).)
Redefining the set ∆0 as ∆0 ∩ (t0− ǫ, t0+ ǫ), we obtain the set ∆0 in Theorem 1.2.
In the following assume t ∈ ∆0. As remarked after the definition (56) of the
projection Πt, we have ‖Πt(φˆt − φˆt,M )‖L1(I) ≤ ‖φˆt − φˆt,M‖BL1 . Thus, we can
apply Propositions 4.2 and 4.1 to bound the L1(I) norm of the two first square
brackets on the right hand side of (88). Regarding the last square bracket we apply
Proposition 4.3. Altogether, we derive∣∣∣ ∫
I
A(x)φt(x)dx −
∫
I
A(x)φt0 (x)dx
∣∣∣ ≤ C|t− t0|1/2Mmax(2+α,1+β)‖A‖C1/2 .
Since, by (48), M is bounded from above by a constant times | log |t− t0|| and since
max(2 + 2α, 1 + β) ≤ Γ, this concludes the proof of Theorem 1.2. 
It remains to prove Proposition 4.3.
Proof of Proposition 4.3. Let 1 ≤ k ≤ M , and focus on the branch f−k+ (the other
one is handled in a similar way). Assume that ck and ck,t are local maxima for
fk and fkt , respectively (the other possibility is treated similarly and left to the
reader).
For A ∈ C1/2, we need to consider∣∣∣ ∫ ck,t
0
λkA(x)
φM,k(f
−k
t,+(x))
|(fkt )′(f−kt,+(x))|
dx−
∫ ck
0
λkA(x)
φM,k(f
−k
+ (x))
|(fk)′(f−k+ (x))|
dx
∣∣∣(93)
= λk
∣∣∣ ∫ 1
c
(A(fkt (x)) −A(fk(x)))φM,k(x) dx
∣∣∣
≤ λk‖A‖C1/2
∫ 1
c
|fkt (x)− fk(x)|1/2φM,k(x) dx
By Proposition 3.7 it follows that sup |φM,k| ≤ λ−kκkM sup |φM,0| ≤ Cλ−k. By the
second inequality in (22), we have |supp(φM,k)| ≤ C|(fk−1)′(c1)|−1/2k−β/2, and for
|t| sufficiently small we have, by (35),
sup
x∈supp(φM,k)
|fkt (x) − fk(x)| ≤ C|(fk−1)′(c1)||t| .
It follows that∣∣∣ ∫ 1
0
A(x)(Πt −Π)(φˆM )(x)dx
∣∣∣ ≤ C3‖A‖C1/2|t|1/2 M∑
k=0
k−β/2 .
Since β/2 > 1 this concludes the proof of Proposition 4.3. 
4.2. The effect of parameter change on φˆt,M : Proof of Proposition 4.1.
The next lemma is the key to Proposition 4.1:
Lemma 4.5 (Strong norm estimates for the maximal eigenvector). In the setting
of Proposition 4.1, there exists a constant C such that the following holds. If ft, f ,
and M are as in (89) then
(94) ‖(L̂t,M − L̂M )φˆM‖B ≤ CMmax(2+2α,1+β)|t|1/2 .
If ft, f , and M are as in (90) then
(95) ‖(L̂t,2M − L̂2M )φˆ2M‖B ≤ C|t|1/2 .
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Note that we cannot apply directly the results of Galatolo and Nisoli [18] to
deduce Proposition 4.1 from the above lemma, because the eigenvectors are not
fixed points.
Proof of Lemma 4.5. This argument is similar to [12, App C], with the very im-
portant difference that we must now deal with a much larger dominant term which
arises from the transversality assumption, recall (38). (See also Lemma 2.6 and the
comment above it.) We provide a detailed proof:
The main part of the proofs of (94) and (95) can be done simultaneously. When
there is a difference, we shall refer as usual to the setting in (94) as the polynomial
case and to the setting in (95) as the Misiurewicz–Thurston case. In the estimates
below, the constants α and β will appear, and in the Misiurewicz–Thurston case,
except if otherwise mentioned, these estimates are to be read by setting α = β = 0.
Henceforth, let M¯ :=M in the polynomial case and M¯ := 2M in the Misiurewicz–
Thurston case. Observe first that
[(L̂t,M¯ − L̂M¯ )φˆM¯ ]j ≡ 0 , for all j ≥ 1 .
For j > M¯ this follows immediately by the truncation. For 1 ≤ j ≤ M¯ , this follows
from the fact that we constructed the tower for ft to coincide with the tower for
f up to level M¯ , i.e., ξj,t ≡ ξj , for 1 ≤ j ≤ M¯ (see Lemma 3.8) and recall that in
the Misiurewicz–Thurston case we used very special properties of ft and f in order
to obtain identical towers up to the higher level 2M (see also (87)). Henceforth we
consider only level 0.
For 1 ≤ k ≤ M¯ + 1, set ϕk = (1 − ξk−1)φM¯,k−1. In order to prove Lemma 4.5,
we have to show that the term
(96)
∥∥∥∂x M¯+1∑
k=1
ς∈{+,−}
λk−1
[ ϕk(f−kt,ς (x))
|(fkt )′(f−kt,ς (x))|
− ϕk(f
−k
ς (x))
|(fk)′(f−kς (x))|
]∥∥∥
L1
.
is bounded above (up to a constant) by Mmax(2+2α,1+β)|t|1/2 in the polynomial
case and by |t|1/2 in the Misiurewicz–Thurston case. We consider first the indices
k ≤ M + 1, i.e., the terms which correspond to a fall from a level below M .
For the polynomial case, this includes all terms we have to study. Regarding the
Misiurewicz–Thurston case, the terms corresponding to a fall from levels between
M+1 and 2M are easier to deal with, and they are treated at the end of this proof.
Since, for k ≤M +1 the signs of (fkt )′ and (fk)′ are identical in the domains we
are interested in, we can skip writing the absolute values in the following estimates.
Henceforth, let k ≤ M , and consider only ϕk such that ϕk 6≡ 0. In order to
estimate (96), recall that φM¯,0 ∈W 21 and note that, by Fubini and the fundamental
theorem of calculus, we have
(97)
∫
I
∂x
[ ϕk(f−kt,ς (x))
(fkt )
′(f−kt,ς (x))
− ϕk(f
−k
ς (x))
(fk)′(f−kς (x))
]
dx =
∫ t
0
∫
I
∂x∂s
ϕk(f
−k
s,ς (x))
(fks )
′(f−ks,ς (x))
dxds .
Observe that if (x, t) 7→ Φt(x) ∈ I is a C1 map on I × E so that x 7→ Φt(x) is
invertible, then we have
∂tΦ
−1
t (x)|t=s = −
(∂tΦt|t=s) ◦ Φ−1s (x)
(∂xΦs) ◦ Φ−1s (x)
.
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We consider only the branch f−k+ . The branch f
−k
− is handled similarly. For
s ∈ [0, t], we derive
(98) ∂s
ϕk(f
−k
s,+(x))
(fks )
′(f−ks,+(x))
=
(∂sf
k
s )(f
−k
s,+(x))
(fks )
′(f−ks,+(x))
∂x(ϕk(f
−k
s,+(x))) + ∂x
(∂sf
k
s )(f
−k
s,+(x))
(fks )
′(f−ks,+(x))
ϕk(f
−k
s,+(x)) .
Setting y = f−ks,+(x), and taking the x-derivative we get
∂x∂s
ϕk(f
−k
s,+(x))
(fks )
′(f−ks,+(x))
(99)
=
∂sf
k
s (y)
(fks )
′(y)
∂2x(ϕk(f
−k
s,+(x))) +
2
(fks )
′(y)
∂y
∂sf
k
s (y)
(fks )
′(y)
∂x(ϕk(f
−k
s,+(x)))
+
ϕk(y)
[(fks )
′(y)]2
∂2y
∂sf
k
s (y)
(fks )
′(y)
By the assumptions on the cutoff functions ξ, including Remark 3.5, and since φˆM¯
is the eigenfunction of L̂M¯ for the eigenvalue κM¯ , we have
(100) ϕk(y) = λ
−kκkM¯ (1 − ξk−1(y))ξk′−1(y)φM¯,0(y) ,
where 1 ≤ k′ < k is maximal such that ξk′−1 6≡ 1. Recall that, by Proposi-
tion 3.7, there is C ≥ 1 such that for all M¯ , we have max{‖φM¯,0‖L∞ , ‖φ′M¯,0‖L∞} ≤
‖φM¯,0‖W 21 ≤ C. Recall also the property (61) of the cutoff functions. (Observe that
in order to derive (61), we used the estimates (19), (20), and (21) in Lemma 2.5
which we a priori cannot apply for the map fs since s might not be good. However,
using the estimates provided by Lemma 2.6, we deduce that these estimates still
hold for fs, and, thus, the property (61) holds also for ξk−1 ◦ f−ks,±.) We obtain
‖∂rx(ϕk(f−ks,+(x)))‖L1 ≤ C2λ−kk(r−1)β , for r = 0, 1 , and(101)
‖∂2x(ϕk(f−ks,+(x)))‖L1 ≤ C2λ−kkmax(1+2α,β) ,
where the appearance of the factor k−β is explained as follows: The size of the
support of ϕk(f
−k
s,+(x)) is bounded above by a constant times k
−β . Hence, all
terms in the derivative in (101) not containing φ′′
M¯,0
can be estimated by taking the
supremum times the size of the support. It is easy to see that the term containing
φ′′
M¯,0
is bounded by a constant times λ−k (there is no kβ factor here). In the
Misiurewicz–Thurston case, there is only a constant times λ−k on the right hand
sides in (101).
To estimate the L1 norm of (99), we must next consider the factor ∂sf
k
s (y)/(f
k
s )
′(y)
and its y-derivatives. By (37) and (36) in Lemma 2.6, we get
(102)
∣∣∣∣ ∂sfks (y)(fks )′(y)
∣∣∣∣ ≤ C2kβ/2|(fk−1)′(c1)|1/2 , ∀ y ∈ supp(ϕk) .
Observe that (102) and (101) give a polynomial factor kmax(1+2α+β/2,3β/2) in the
upper bound of the L1 norm of the first term on the right hand side of (99) (this
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explains the corresponding factor in the bound of (108) below). Regarding the
y-derivative, observe first that, by (42), we have
∂sf
k
s (y)
(fks )
′(y)
=
k∑
j=1
(∂sfs)(f
j−1
s (y))
(f js )′(y)
=
k∑
j=1
Xs(f
j
s (y))
(f js )′(y)
.
Therefore, we obtain
(103) ∂y
∂sf
k
s (y)
(fks )
′(y)
=
k∑
j=1
X ′s(f
j
s (y))−
k∑
j=1
Xs(f
j
s (y))
j−1∑
ℓ=0
f ′′s (f
ℓ
s (y))
(f j−ℓs )′(f ℓs (y))f
′
s(f
ℓ
s (y))
.
We shall use again the estimates in Lemma 2.6. For 1 ≤ m ≤ k and y ∈ supp(ϕk),
we get, by (35) and (36),
(104)
1
|(fms )′(y)|
=
∣∣∣∣ (fk−1s )′(fs(y))(fks )′(y)(fm−1s )′(fs(y))
∣∣∣∣ ≤ C3 kβ/2|(fk−1)′(c1)|1/2|(fm−1)′(c1)| ,
and, by (14), (35), and (39),
1
|(fk−ms )′(fms (y))|
=
∣∣∣∣(fm−1s )′(fs(y))(fk−1s )′(fs(y))
∣∣∣∣ ≤ C5mα .
The dangerous factors in estimating (103) (even more dangerous when estimating
the terms (106) and (107) below) are powers of f ′s(y) in the denominator and factors
(fms )
′(y) for large m in the numerator. The dominant terms on the right hand side
of (103) appear when ℓ = 0 (summing over j when ℓ = 0 gives a geometrical series).
We derive that there is a constant C˜ so that
(105)
∣∣∣∣∂y ∂sfks (y)(fks )′(y)
∣∣∣∣ ≤ C˜kβ |(fk−1)′(c1)| .
Regarding the y-derivative of order two (appearing in the last term in (99)),
observe that
∂2y
∂sf
k
s (y)
(fks )
′(y)
=
k∑
j=1
X ′′s (f
j
s (y))(f
j
s )
′(y)−
k∑
j=1
X ′s(f
j
s (y))
j−1∑
ℓ=0
f ′′s (f
ℓ
s (y))(f
ℓ
s )
′(y)
f ′s(f
ℓ
s(y))
(106)
−
k∑
j=1
Xs(f
j
s (y))
j−1∑
ℓ=0
[
f ′′′s (f
ℓ
s (y))(f
ℓ
s )
′(y)
(f j−ℓs )′(f ℓs (y))f
′
s(f
ℓ
s (y))
(107)
− f
′′
s (f
ℓ
s (y))
2(f ℓs )
′(y)
(f j−ℓs )′(f ℓs (y))[f
′
s(f
ℓ
s (y))]
2
− f
′′
s (f
ℓ
s (y))
f ′s(f
ℓ
s (y))
j−1∑
i=ℓ
f ′′s (f
i
s(y))
(f j−is )′(f is(y))f
′
s(f
i
s(y))
]
.
The dominant terms in (106) appear when ℓ = 0. Summing over j gives the upper
bound k1+β/2|(fk−1)′(c1)|1/2 (up to a constant). The last expression (107) contains
the largest terms. The dominant terms appear in the last line when i = ℓ = 0.
Summing over j, which gives a geometrical series, we derive that (107) is bounded
from above by a constant times k3β/2|(fk−1)′(c1)|3/2. It follows that there is a
constant C˜ so that ∣∣∣∣∂2y ∂sfks (y)(fks )′(y)
∣∣∣∣ ≤ C˜k3β/2|(fk−1)′(c1)|3/2 .
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We have bounded all terms regarding the L1 norm of (99) (observe that |(fks )′(y)|−1 ≤
C k
β/2
|(fk−1)′(c1)|1/2
, by setting m = k in (104)). Recalling (97), we conclude that
(108)
∥∥∥∥∥λk−1∂x
(
ϕk(f
−k
t,+(x))
(fkt )
′(f−kt,+(x))
− ϕk(f
−k
+ (x))
(fk)′(f−k+ (x))
)∥∥∥∥∥
L1
is bounded above by a constant times kmax(1+2α+β/2,3β/2)|(fk−1)′(c1)|1/2|t|, where
in the Misiurewicz–Thurston case the polynomial factor vanishes. Thus, in the
polynomial case, by (39), we get
‖∂x[(L̂t,M − L̂M )φˆM ]0(x)‖L1 ≤ 2C˜Mmax(2+(5α+β)/2,1+(α+3β)/2)|(fM )′(c1)|1/2|t| .
Applying the admissible pair condition (48), it follows that ‖(L̂t,M − L̂M )φˆM‖B
is bounded from above by a constant times |t|1/2Mmax(2+2α,1+β). This proves
inequality (94), i.e., the polynomial case of Lemma 4.5.
In the Misiurewicz–Thurston case, instead of applying (39), we can use (81), and
we derive
‖∂x[(L̂t,M − L̂M )φˆ2M ]0(x)‖L1 ≤ C|(fM )′(c1)|1/2|t|
M∑
k=0
|(fM−k)′(ck+1)|−1/2
≤ C2|(fM )′(c1)|1/2|t|
M∑
k=0
Λ−(M−k)/2 ≤ C4|t|1/2 ,
where in the last inequality we used the admissible pair condition (48) for α = β = 0.
It only remains to consider the terms involving ϕk’s for M + 2 ≤ k ≤ 2M + 1
in the Misiurewicz–Thurston case, i.e., terms in the level 0 which correspond to a
fall from a level between M + 1 and 2M . The bounds here are similar but easier
than those above. We do not look at differences as above, but estimate each term
individually. More precisely,
‖∂x[(L̂t,2M − L̂2M )(id− TM )(φˆ2M )]0(x)‖L1
≤ ‖∂x[L̂t,2M (id− TM )(φˆ2M )]0(x)‖L1 + ‖∂x[L̂2M (id− TM )(φˆ2M )]0(x)‖L1 .
Consider the second term on the right hand side. (The first term is estimated
similarly.) Observe that
‖∂x[L̂2M (id− TM )(φˆ2M )]0(x)‖L1 ≤
2M+1∑
k=M+2
ς∈{+,−}
λk−1‖∂x ϕk(f
−k
ς (x))
|(fk)′(f−kς (x))|
‖L∞ .
By (100) and (101), and observing that, in the Misiurewicz–Thurston case, we have
|∂x((fk)′(f−kς (x)))−1)| ≤ C|(fk)′(f−kς (x)))|−1 ≤ C2|(fk−1(c1)|−1/2 ,
(see for example the computation for the last term in (103) when j = k and
ℓ = 0), we easily deduce that this sum is bounded from above by a constant
times |(fM )′(c1)|−1/2. This, in turn, is bounded by a constant times |t|1/2, by the
consequence (49) of the admissible pair condition. This concludes the proof of (95),
and hence the proof of Lemma 4.5. 
We will deduce Proposition 4.1 from Lemma 4.5. The proof is divided in two
parts: We first show the uniform bounds on Pt and Ct, which will be used in the
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proof of Proposition 4.2 in Section 4.3. Then, exploiting Proposition 4.2 (as we
may), we end the proof of Proposition 4.1 by applying Lemma 4.5.
Proof of Proposition 4.1: First part. We are going to use again the arguments in
[24]. Recall that there exist ǫ > 0, C ≥ 1 so that for all good |t| ≤ ǫ (with the
same goodness parameters) and all M we have (69), (70), and (71), in particular
the essential spectral radius of L̂t,M acting on B is not larger than Θ−10 for some
Θ0 > 1.
We are going to prove (89) and (90) in Proposition 4.1 simultaneously. Fix
(M, t) as in the statement of the proposition and let M¯ := M in the setting of
(89) (polynomial recurrence), and M¯ := 2M in the setting of (90) (Misiurewicz–
Thurston). Set
(109) Q̂t,M¯ = Q̂t,M¯ (z) = z − L̂t,M¯ .
(If t = 0 we remove t from the notation as usual, writing QM¯ instead of Q0,M¯ .)
We claim that there exist a small circle γ centered at 1 and a constant C ≥ 1 such
that for all sufficiently large M¯ (or equivalently |t| ≤ ǫ sufficiently small) we have
the strong norm control
(110) sup
z∈γ
‖Q̂t,M¯(z)−1‖B ≤ C ,
and the intersection of the disc Dγ bordered by γ with the spectrum of L̂t,M¯ is
reduced to κt,M¯ , which is a simple eigenvalue. To see this, we apply first [24,
Theorem 1, Corollary 1] (just like in Proposition 3.7) to the operators L̂ and L̂M .
Let Vr,Θ0 = {z ∈ C | |z| ≤ Θ−10 or dist(z, σ(L̂)) < r}. For any r > 0, we find an
integer M0 ≥ 1 and a constant H ≥ 1 such that
(111) ‖Q̂M (z)−1‖B ≤ H , ∀M ≥M0 , ∀z ∈ C \ Vr,Θ0 .
In particular there exists a small circle γ centered at 1 and M1 ≥ 1 so that the
intersection of the disc Dγ bordered by γ with the spectrum of L̂M is reduced to
the simple eigenvalue κM for all M ≥ M1. Then, if r is small enough, we have
γ ⊂ C \ Vr,Θ0 .
To get (110), we will apply [24, Theorem 1, Corollary 1] to the operators L̂t,M¯
and L̂M¯ . Since we have a “moving target” (just like in [12]), we must be careful.
We shall use that there are constants C ≥ 1 and 0 < η < 1/2 such that
(112) ‖(L̂t,M¯ − L̂M¯ )ψˆ‖BL1 ≤ C|t|η‖ψˆ‖B ∀ ψˆ ∈ B .
(We show (112) at the end of the first part of the proof of this proposition.) The
estimate (112) replaces condition (5) in [24]. Recalling (111), if we assume that
z ∈ C \ Vr,Θ0 when applying the proof of [24, Theorem 1], the constant H in [24,
Equality (13)] is bounded from above by H. Since all other constants are uniform
in t and M , this implies (110).
The uniformity claims on the 11 renormalisation period Pt of ft and on θt follow
from (110), using appropriate curves γj . Uniformity of Ct then follows from the
proof of Proposition 3.7.
It remains to prove (112). We can use the estimates in the proof of Lemma 4.5.
For 1 ≤ k ≤ M¯ + 1, set ϕk = (1 − ξk−1)ψk−1. We have to estimate the term (96),
11The renormalisation period can drop a priori, because eigenvalues 6= 1 on the unit circle
could move inside the open unit disc by perturbation.
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but without taking the x-derivative, since on the left hand side of (112), we are
only considering the weak norm ‖.‖BL1 . For k ≤ M + 1, recall (97) (without the
x-derivative). Hence, it is enough to estimate the L1 norm of (98). Similarly as in
(101), and using (134) below, note that
‖∂rx(ϕk(f−ks,+(x)))‖L1 ≤ Ck(r−1)β‖ψk−1‖W 11 , for r = 0, 1 ,
where Cλ−k in (101) is replaced by ‖ψk−1‖W 11 (since ψˆ is not necessarily an eigen-
vector). By (102) and (105), and by the estimate (104) when m = k, we de-
rive that ‖(98)‖L1 is bounded from above by a constant times kβ/2|(fk−1)′(c1)|1/2.
In the polynomial case, combined with the consequence (49) of the admissible
pair condition, this gives the bound MλM |t|1/2‖ψˆ‖B (up to some constant) of
the term (96) (without the x-derivative). In the Misiurewicz–Thurston case, for
M +2 ≤ k ≤ 2M +1, we can apply the same comments as in the last paragraph of
the proof of Lemma 4.5, and we get the upper bound λM |t|1/2‖ψˆ‖B of the term (96)
(without the x-derivative). By (50) and (48), we find constants C and 0 < ϑ < 1/2
such thatMλM ≤ C|t|−ϑ which concludes the proof of (112), and, hence, the proof
of the first part of Proposition 4.1. 
Proof of Proposition 4.1: Second part. We can now use the assertions of Propo-
sition 4.2 in order to prove (89) and (90). Denote by Pt,M¯ (ψˆ) = φˆt,M¯νt,M¯ (ψˆ)
and Pt(ψˆ) = φˆtν(ψˆ) the rank-one spectral projectors corresponding to the (sim-
ple) eigenvalues κt,M¯ and 1 of L̂t,M¯ and L̂t, respectively (recall Propositions 3.6
and 3.7). Since Q̂−1
t,M¯
− Q̂−1
M¯
= Q̂−1
t,M¯
(L̂t,M¯ − L̂M¯ )Q̂−1M¯ and Q̂−1M¯ (φˆM¯ ) =
φˆM¯
z−κM¯
, we
have
(Pt,M¯ − PM¯ )(φˆM¯ ) = φˆt,M¯νt,M¯ (φˆM¯ )− νM¯ (φˆM¯ )φˆM¯(113)
= − 1
2iπ
∫
γ
Q̂−1
t,M¯
(z)
z − κM¯
(L̂t,M¯ − L̂M¯ )φˆM¯ dz .
Recall that κM¯ tends to 1 as M¯ → ∞. Hence, if |t| is sufficiently small, by (110),
we find a constant C˜ ≥ 1 such that
‖φˆt,M¯νt,M¯ (φˆM¯ )− νM¯ (φˆM¯ )φˆM¯‖B ≤ C˜‖(L̂t,M¯ − L̂M¯ )φˆM¯‖B .
By Lemma 4.5, the right hand side of this inequality is bounded (up to a constant)
by Mmax(2+2α,1+β)|t|1/2 in the polynomial case and by |t|1/2 in the Misiurewicz–
Thurston case. Hence, it is only left to estimate the coefficients νt,M¯ (φˆM¯ ) and
νM¯ (φˆM¯ ), which can be done by Proposition 4.2: Recall the normalisation νM¯ (φˆ) = 1
in Proposition 3.7. Since |1− νt,M¯ (φˆM¯ )| ≤ |1− νM¯ (φˆM¯ )|+ |νM¯ (φˆM¯ )− νt,M¯ (φˆM¯ )|,
it is sufficient to estimate
max(|νM¯ (φˆ)− νM¯ (φˆM¯ )|, |νM¯ (φˆM¯ )− νt,M¯ (φˆM¯ )|).
By Proposition 3.7 and Proposition 4.2, the first term is bounded (up to a constant)
by M2+α|t|1/2 in the polynomial case and by |t|1/2 in the Misiurewicz–Thurston
case. Regarding the second term (using that νt = ν0), we have
|νM¯ (φˆM¯ )− νt,M¯ (φˆM¯ )| ≤ |νt(φˆM¯ )− νt,M¯ (φˆM¯ )|+ |νM¯ (φˆM¯ )− ν0(φˆM¯ )|
≤ (‖νt − νt,M¯‖B∗ + ‖νM¯ − ν0‖B∗)‖φˆM¯‖B,
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which is, by Proposition 4.2, bounded (up to a constant) by M2+α|t|1/2 in the
polynomial case and by |t|1/2 in the Misiurewicz–Thurston case. This concludes
the proof of Proposition 4.1. 
4.3. The effect of truncation on φˆt: Proof of Proposition 4.2. To obtain
(91) in Proposition 4.2, we cannot apply the Keller–Liverani perturbation [24] result
directly, because, in the weak norm of BL1 the difference between L̂t and L̂t,M is
not MΓ|(fM )′(c1,t)|−1/2 but eM/Γ|(fM )′(c1,t)|−1/2 (due to the λk factor in the
definition of the weak norm; cf. (71)). In [12] there were other exponential losses,
but in the polynomially recurrent case of Theorem 1.2, we can afford to lose (at
most) powers (which give the logarithmic factor there). 12 In view of (113), and
inspired by Baladi–Young [14, §2], which only requires to control the difference
between the operator and its perturbation applied to the maximal eigenvector, we
develop a variant 13 of the Keller–Liverani argument to show Proposition 4.2. (In
our application, the maximal eigenvectors are weighted by negative powers of λ,
which ensures that the λk factor in the definition of the weak norm does not create
problems.)
Proof of Proposition 4.2 . We shall consider t = 0 and arbitrary M and show
(114) max(‖φˆM − φˆ‖BL1 , ‖νM − ν‖B∗) ≤ CM2M (α−β)/2|(fM )′(c1)|−1/2 .
In the polynomial case, the proof of (91) for (M, t) satisfying the admissible pair
condition (48) then follows from (49) and the fact that the distortion estimates in
Lemma 2.6 hold for (M, t) so that |(fMt )′(c1,t)| is comparable to |(fM )′(c1)| (see
inequality (35)). We also use the uniformity in t of Pt ≤ P , and the constant
Ct < C in Proposition 3.7 given by Proposition 4.1. In particular, it follows from
the uniform bounds on Pt and Ct and the proof of Proposition 3.7 that the distance
between σ(L̂t,M ) \ κt,M and the point z = 1 is bounded away from zero, uniformly
in M and t.
In the Misiurewicz–Thurston case, we consider (N, t) admissible, and take M =
2N (with α = β = 0) in (114). Therefore, there is a constant C such that
‖φˆt,2N − φˆt‖BLpt ≤ C(2N)
2|(f2Nt )′(c1,t)|−1/2 ≤ C2(2N)2|(f2N−N )′(cN )|−1/2|t|1/2 ,
where in the last inequality we used (49) for α = 0 = β. Since |(f2N−N )′(cN )|−1/2
is bounded from above by a constant times Λ−N/2 by (81), this gives (92).
We start with some preliminary bounds. Set
τM = τM (λ) = λ
MM (α−β)/2|(fM )′(c1)|−1/2
(recalling that α = β = 0 in the Misiurewicz–Thurston case). Let φˆt be the fixed
point of L̂t. Clearly, there exists C ≥ 1, which by Proposition 3.6 depends only on
the goodness14 of t (once δ, β, L, and λ are fixed), such that for all good t close
enough to 0
(115) ‖φt,k‖L∞ ≤ λ−k‖φt,0‖L∞ ≤ Cλ−k‖φ0‖L∞ .
12In Theorem 1.7 we cannot afford to lose a logarithmic factor, however in this setting we have
the flexibility of using a cutting time a bit higher than M in (92).
13C. Liverani has explained to us a simpler but less general variant, which would give a slightly
better bound, where τ | log τ |2 after (122) would be replaced by τ | log τ |. This would however not
improve our final statement and it only applies to the mixing case.
14Note that uniformity in the goodness holds.
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In the polynomial case, injecting (115) into (72) for ψˆ = φˆt, we get
(116) ‖(id− TM )φˆt‖BL1 ≤ Cλ−MτM .
In the Misiurewicz–Thurston case, injecting (115) into (86) for ψˆ = φˆt, from (22)
and (115), we derive, for any p ≥ 1
‖(id− TM )φˆt‖BLp ≤ Cλ−MτM .(117)
Next, using again the fact that φˆt is the fixed point, we derive (recalling Re-
mark 3.5 and (79))
‖φt,M+k‖W 11 = λ−M‖ξk′,tφt,k‖W 11 = λ−M‖ξ′k′,tφt,k + ξk′,tφt,k′‖L1(118)
≤ λ−M (2 sup |φk|+ ‖φt,k′‖L1) ≤ 3λ−M‖φt,k‖W 11 ,
where k′ < M+k is maximal such that ξk′,t 6≡ 1. (Regarding the use of Remark 3.5
and (79), observe that in the proof of Lemma 3.8, property (79) is only guaranteed
for the functionms ξk,0, i.e., when t = 0. However, it is straightforward to adapt
the construction behind (79) so that this property holds for all good t sufficiently
close to 0.) Hence, we get
(119) ‖(L̂t,M − L̂t)(φˆt)‖B ≤ Cλ−M‖φˆt‖B .
(The estimate for the level 0 gives much smaller contributions.)
Set ‖.‖ := ‖.‖
BW
1
1
, and let |.| := ‖.‖BL1 in the polynomial case, and |.| :=
‖.‖BLp in the Misiurewicz–Thurston case. We now move to the main part of the
proof. For Θ0 > 1 given by Proposition 3.6, set Cθ = 1/ logΘ0, which implies that
Θ
−Cθ log(1/τM)
0 ≤ τM . By Proposition 3.7, for all large enough M , the circle γM
centered at 1 and15 of radius
log log(1/τM )
Cθ log(1/τM )
contains exactly one (simple) eigenvalue of L̂ (at z = 1) and one (simple) eigenvalue
of L̂M (at z = κM ). Recall that νM and ν are normalised so that νM (φˆ) = ν(φˆ) = 1.
Since Q̂−1(φˆ) = φˆz−1 , we have, like in (113),
(120) (PM − P)(φˆ) = φˆM − φˆ = − 1
2iπ
∫
γM
Q̂−1M (z)
z − 1 (L̂M − L̂)(φˆ) dz .
Then, for n ≥ 1 to be chosen later, inspired by [23], see also [24, p.147], we write
Q̂−1M (z) = (z − L̂M )−1PM + (z − L̂M )−1(id− PM )
=
PM
z − κM + z
−nQ̂−1M (z)(id− PM )L̂nM +
n−1∑
j=0
z−j−1(id− PM )L̂jM .(121)
Recalling the spectral observation made after (114), Proposition 3.7 implies that the
distance between z ∈ γM and κM is ≥ (log log(1/τM )/(2Cθ log(1/τM )), while the
distance between z ∈ γM and the rest of the spectrum of L̂M is bounded from below
15Use that log(1/δ) < 1/δ for small δ > 0.
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uniformly in M . Therefore, for z ∈ γM , recalling (119), the Lasota–Yorke estimate
(69) and the uniform weak-norm bounds (70) and (84) (using also |L̂M | ≤ |L̂|) give
|Q̂−1M (z)(L̂M − L̂)φˆ|
≤ | 1
z − κM PM ((L̂M − L̂)(φˆ))|+ |z|
−n‖Q̂−1M (z)(id− PM )‖‖L̂nM (L̂M − L̂)(φˆ)‖
+
n−1∑
j=0
|z|−j−1|L̂jM (L̂M − L̂)(φˆ)|
≤ |φˆM ||z − κM | |νM ((L̂M − L̂)φˆ)|+
+ C
∣∣∣∣1− log log(1/τM )Cθ log(1/τM )
∣∣∣∣−n[Θ−n0 ‖(L̂M − L̂)(φˆ)‖+ C|(L̂M − L̂)(φˆ)|]
+
n−1∑
j=0
∣∣∣∣1− log log(1/τM )Cθ log(1/τM )
∣∣∣∣−j−1λ−MτM
≤ 2Cλ−MτM Cθ log(1/τM )
log log(1/τM )
+ C
∣∣∣∣1− log log(1/τM )Cθ log(1/τM )
∣∣∣∣−nλ−M (Θ−n0 + 2τM ) .
(We used that |νt,M (ψˆ)| ≤ C|ψˆ|, uniformly in t and M , from Proposition 3.7.)
Then, taking n = Cθ log(1/τM ), and using limn→∞(1 − x/n)−n = ex, we find
C ≥ 1 such that for any z ∈ γM
(122) |Q̂−1M (z)(L̂M − L̂)φˆ| ≤ CCθλ−MτM log(1/τM ) .
Multiplying by |z − 1|−1 ≤ log(1/τM)log log(1/τM ) , and applying (120), we have shown that
|(PM − P)(φˆ)| ≤ Cλ−M | log τM |2τM/| log log τM |.
We have proved
(123) |φˆM − φˆ| ≤ λ−M | log τM |2τM ≤ CM2M (α−β)/2|(fM )′(c1)|−1/2 .
We can apply the same argument to the dual operators L̂∗M and L̂∗, up to exchang-
ing the role of the weak and the strong norm. Then, just like after (75), specialising
to µ = ν, we get, in the polynomial case, (114), and thus (91) of Proposition 4.2.
The Misiurewicz–Thurston case is parallel. 
5. Whitney–Ho¨lder lower bounds in the Misiurewicz–Thurston case
— Proof of Theorem 1.7
To prove Theorem 1.7 using the decomposition (88), we shall combine the Lp
version of the Misiurewicz–Thurston upper bounds in Propositions 4.1 and 4.2 with
the following statement (the proof of which is to be found in Section 5.1):
Proposition 5.1 (Upper and lower bounds on spike displacement in the Misi-
urewicz–Thurston case). If f = f0 is transversal, mixing, and Misiurewicz–Thurs-
ton, then, recalling the set ∆MT from Lemma 3.9, there exists a constant C > 1
such that for each sufficiently small D > 0 and each admissible pair (M, t), where
M is sufficiently large and t ∈ ∆MT , the following holds. There is AD ∈ C∞(I),
such that ‖AD‖Lq˜(I) ≤ 2D1/q˜, for all q˜ ≥ 1, and
C−1|t|1/2 ≤
∣∣∣ ∫
I
AD(x)(Πt −Π)(φˆ2M )(x) dx
∣∣∣ ≤ C|t|1/2 ,
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where φˆ2M is the maximal eigenvector of L̂2M from Proposition 3.7 (see Sec-
tion 3.3).
Proof of Theorem 1.7. Let p > 1. Fix 1 < p˜ < p 2p+1 , and let 1 ≤ q˜ < ∞ be such
that p˜−1 + q˜−1 = 1. By Lemma 3.3 and the Ho¨lder inequality, there is a constant
C = C(p, p˜) > 1 such that
(124)
∣∣∣ ∫
I
A(x)Πt(ψˆ)(x) dx
∣∣ ≤ C‖A‖Lq˜(I)‖ψˆ‖BLpt , ∀ ψˆ ∈ BLpt .
By the decomposition (88) (replacing M by 2M), the estimates (90) in Proposi-
tion 4.1 and (92) in Proposition 4.2 combined with (124), and Proposition 5.1, we
conclude that there is a constant C > 1 and, for each sufficiently small D > 0, a
C∞ function AD satisfying∣∣∣ ∫
I
AD(x)φt(x) dx −
∫
I
AD(x)φ(x) dx
∣∣∣ ≥ C−1|t|1/2 − 2CD1/q˜|t|1/2 ,
for all t ∈ ∆MT sufficiently close to 0. Since the constant C does not depend on D,
this implies the lower bound in Theorem 1.7.
The upper bound in Proposition 5.1 and the same reasoning as for the lower
bound give | ∫I ADφt dx − ∫I ADφdx| ≤ C|t|1/2 + CD1/q˜ |t|1/2, and thus the upper
bound in Theorem 1.7. 
5.1. Proof of Proposition 5.1. We shall need the following property of the eigen-
vector φˆM¯ of the truncated operator L̂M¯ .
Lemma 5.2 (Lower bound for truncated maximal eigenvectors). Let f be a Mi-
siurewicz–Thurston map. Then there exist a neighbourhood V of c and constants
M0 ≥ 1 and C1 ≥ 1 such that
inf
x∈V
φM,0(x) ≥ C−11 , for all M ≥M0.
Proof of Lemma 5.2. Since the density φ of the absolutely continuous probability
measure is C1 away from the (finite) postcritical orbit of f , we find an interval
J such that φ|J ∈ C1 and infJ φ > 0. By ergodicity of f on the support of
the absolutely continuous probability measure, there exists ℓ ≥ 0 such that c lies
in the interior of f ℓ(J) (we use that c lies in the interior of the support of the
absolutely continuous probability measure). Thus, using (Lℓφ)(c) = φ(c), we find
a neighbourhood V around c such that infx∈V φ(x) > 0. Since φ = Π(φˆ), and the
union over k ≥ 1 of the supports of φk ◦ f−k± is disjoint from a neighbourhood of
c, this implies infx∈V φ0(x) > 0, up to shrinking V . We conclude by using that
φM¯,0 ∈W 21 converges to φ0 in the L1 topology, and supM¯ ‖∂xφM¯,0(x)‖L∞ <∞. 
Proof of the lower bound in Proposition 5.1 (simplest case). As a warmup, we con-
sider the case where f has the kneading sequence RLLR∞, i.e., the critical point
is mapped after 4 iterations to the fixed point c4 at the right hand side. This
is the simplest possible combinatorics. (If the critical point were mapped after 3
iterations into the fixed point at the right hand side, the map f would be renormal-
isable which is excluded by assumption. In fact, in this case the renormalisation
of f would be conjugated to the Ulam–von Neumann map which is an obstruction
to construct the set ∆MT in Lemma 3.9; see also remark below Theorem 1.7.) In
order to have a good mental picture, note that for f with the combinatorics as
above the construction of the set ∆MT in the proof of Lemma 3.9 could be done so
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that, for all t ∈ ∆MT , the Misiurewicz–Thurston map ft has the kneading sequence
RLLR...RLR∞ (where the middle block of R’s has odd length). In other words the
fourth iteration c4,t lies close to the fixed point of ft, where we repel until we are
mapped to the left of c, whereafter we are immediately mapped to the fixed point
of ft.
The observable which will give us a lower bound is concentrated around the fixed
point c4 of f . For D > 0 small, let AD ∈ C∞([0, 1]) satisfy the following properties.
• supp(AD) ⊂ [c4 −D, c4 +D] and ‖A′D‖L∞ ≤ D−1;
• AD is monotonously increasing in [c4−D, c4] and monotonously decreasing
in [c4, c4 +D];
• AD(x) ≥ 1/3 if x ∈ [c4 −D/2, c4 +D/2].
It follows immediately from the construction that ‖AD‖Lq˜(I) ≤ 2D1/q˜, for all
q˜ ≥ 1. Let (M, t) be an admissible pair with |t| sufficiently small. For simplicity
assume that (38) holds for all 4 ≤ k ≤ M . This is for example the case when ft
is the logistic family (2) (and f is the map in this family with kneading sequence
RLLR∞). This assumption implies that the assertion below (82) in Lemma 3.9 is
satisfied for all 4 ≤ k ≤M (this follows immediately from the proof of Lemma 3.9).
Recall the definition (56) for Πt and Π = Π0. By definition, φˆ2M is supported in
levels k ≤ 2M . We consider first the terms which come from levels of the tower not
higher thanM (they will give the dominant term for the lower bound), and we show
at the end of the argument that the levels between M + 1 and 2M give a smaller
contribution. Since the observable AD is concentrated around c4, we only have to
consider iterations 4 ≤ k ≤ M . Recall that, by Lemma 3.9, the iterates ck,t and
ck are either both local maxima or both local minima for f
k
t and f
k, respectively
(observe that this is only true if k ≤M).
Consider first the case when both are local maxima and focus on the branch
f−k+ . By a simple change of variables, we obtain∫ c4
0
λkAD(x)
φ2M,k(f
−k
+ (x))
|(fk)′(f−k+ (x))|
dx−
∫ ck,t
0
λkAD(x)
φ2M,k(f
−k
t,+(x))
|(fkt )′(f−kt,+(x))|
dx(125)
= λk
∫ 1
c
(AD(f
k(x)) −AD(fkt (x)))φ2M,k(x) dx .
The assertion just after (82) in Lemma 3.9 implies that fkt (x) < f
k(x) ≤ c4, for
x ∈ supp(φ2M,k)(⊂ Jk), and since AD is monotonously increasing to the left of c4, it
follows that the integrand in the right hand side of (125) is everywhere nonnegative.
Recall the constant Ca in the admissible pair condition (48). For 0 < D ≪ C−1a let
M˜ = M˜(D) ≥ 4 be minimal such that
|c4 − cM˜,t| > D .
By the mean value theorem, (37), the transversality estimate (38), (35), (81) (for
t = 0), and the admissibility condition (48), we derive that M˜ exists and M˜ < M .
(Observe thatM −M˜ is of the order | logD|; we shall not need this fact.) We claim
that there is a constant C ≥ 1 so that
C−1|(fM˜−1)′(c1)||t| ≤ |c4 − cM˜,t| ≤ CD .
Indeed, we can argue similarly as just above. By the mean value theorem the
inequality on the left hand side follows by transversality estimate (38), while the
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inequality on the right hand side follows essentially from the minimality of M˜ . We
derive that
(126) |(fM˜−1)′(c1)|−1/2 ≥ C−1D−1/2|t|1/2 .
Since the sizes of the levels Ek of the tower for f are uniformly bounded away
from 0, we can choose D so small so that φ2M,k ◦ f−k± |[c4−D,c4] ≡ λ−kκk2M (φ2M,0 ◦
f−k± ), for all k ≤ 2M . Hence, by Lemma 5.2, we derive that
φ
2M,M˜
(f−M˜± (x)) ≥ λ−M˜κM˜2MC−11 ≥ λ−M˜C−1C−11 , ∀x ∈ [c4 −D, c4] ,
where in the last inequality we used (68) combined with the last claim of Proposi-
tion 4.1. Observe that, by (26) and (126), we have
|f−M˜+ ([c4 −D/2, c4])| ≥ C−1
√
D/2|(fM˜−1)′(c1)|−1/2 ≥ C−22−1/2|t|1/2 .
By the definition of M˜ , it follows that AD(f
M˜
t (x)) = 0, for all x ∈ supp(φ2M,M˜ ),
while AD(f
M˜ (x)) ≥ 1/3, for x ∈ f−M˜+ ([c4−D/2, c4]). Therefore, there is a constant
C˜ > 1, so that the following lower bound for (125) holds when k = M˜ :
λM˜
∫ 1
c
AD(f
M˜ (x))φ
2M,M˜
(x) dx ≥ λM˜
∫
f−M˜+ ([c4−D/2,c4])
1
3
φ
2M,M˜
(x) dx(127)
≥ C˜−1|t|1/2 .
Observe that the constant C˜ does not depend on D by our choice of M˜ .
If we consider the branches f−k− , or the case when ck,t and ck are both local
minima for fkt and f
k, respectively, then we derive, similarly as above, that the
term corresponding to (125) is still nonnegative, for all 4 ≤ k ≤M .
It remains to show that the terms corresponding to M < k ≤ 2M can be
neglected. Recall that sup |φ2M,k| ≤ λ−k sup |φ2M,0| ≤ Cλ−k (see Proposition 3.7
and Section 3.3). We can estimate each term separately, and we get
(128)
∣∣∣ ∫
I
AD(x)(Πt −Π)(id − TM )(φˆ2M )(x)dx
∣∣∣
≤ 2C
2M∑
k=M+1
‖AD‖L∞ max
s∈{0,t}
|supp((AD ◦ fks ) · φ2M,k)| .
Since, by (19) and (82) (note that we use the Misiurewicz–Thurston assumption
here), |supp((AD ◦fks ) ·φ2M,k)| is not larger than a constant multiple of D1/2Λ−k/2,
we derive that (128) is bounded from above by a constant timesD1/2|(fM )′(c1)|−1/2
which is in turn, by (49), bounded from above by a constant C ≥ 1 times D1/2|t|1/2.
Hence, for D sufficiently small, we conclude from (128) and (127) that
−
∫
I
AD(x)(Πt −Π)(φˆ2M )(x)dx ≥ C˜−1|t|1/2 − CD1/2|t|1/2 ≥ C˜−1|t|−1/2/2 ,
whenever |t| is sufficiently small. 
Proof of Proposition 5.1 (general case). The first and main part of the proof is ded-
icated to the lower bound, the upper bound is given at the end of the proof.
Fix a periodic point cj in the postcritical orbit of f and, for D > 0 small, let
AD ∈ C∞([0, 1]) satisfy the following properties:
• supp(AD) ⊂ [cj −D, cj +D] and ‖A′D‖L∞ ≤ D−1;
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• AD is monotonously increasing in [cj−D, cj] and monotonously decreasing
in [cj , cj +D];
• AD(x) ≥ 1/3 if x ∈ [cj −D/2, cj +D/2].
The construction immediately implies ‖AD‖Lq˜(I) ≤ 2D1/q˜. Let (M, t) be an
admissible pair such that |t| is sufficiently small. We can assume that 1 ≤ j ≤ M .
As in the argument for the simplest case, we consider only the terms which come
from levels of the tower not higher than M (the terms coming from levels between
M and 2M can be handled just like around (128) above). Since the observable
AD is concentrated around cj , and since, by the admissible pair condition (48), ck,t
stays very close to ck, for 1 ≤ k ≤ M , by possibly increasing the constant Ca in
the admissible pair condition, we have only to consider iterations 1 ≤ k ≤M when
ck = cj (i.e., if ck 6= cj we shall have no contributions). Given such an iteration
k, note that, by the admissible pair condition, ck,t and ck are either both local
maxima or both local minima for fkt and f
k, respectively (observe that this is only
true if k ≤ M). Consider first the case when both are local maxima and focus on
the branch f−k+ . Recall (125). If H(δ) ≤ k ≤ M then, by Lemma 3.9, we have
fkt (x) < f
k(x) ≤ cj , for x ∈ supp(φ2M,k), and since AD is monotonously increasing
to the left of cj , it follows that the integrand in the right hand side of (125) is
nonnegative. For each D > 0 sufficiently small let M˜ = M˜(D) be minimal such
that
c
M˜
= cj and |cM˜ − cM˜,t| > D .
The admissible pair condition ensures that M˜ < M (as in the simplest case), and
we can assume that M is large enough (making |t| smaller) so that M˜ > H(δ). (In
fact, M − M˜ is of the order | logD|.) Let ℓ0 be the period of cj . By the mean value
theorem and by (37) and (38) combined with the fact that |(f ℓ0t )′(cM˜−ℓ0,t)| ≈ Λℓ0
(see (81) and (82)), we find a constant C such that
|c
M˜
− c
M˜,t
| ≤ C|c
M˜−ℓ0
− c
M˜−ℓ0,t
| ≤ CD ,
where the last inequality follows from the minimality of M˜ . By the transversality
estimate (38), we have that |c
M˜
− c
M˜,t
| is bounded from below by a constant times
|(fM˜−1)′(c1)||t|. Hence, we find a constant C˜ > 1 such that
(129) |(fM˜−1)′(c1)|−1/2 ≥ C˜−1D−1/2|t|1/2 .
By Lemma 3.9 and the definition of M˜ , it follows immediately that AD(f
M˜
t (x)) = 0,
for all x ∈ supp(φ
2M,M˜
). Since the sizes of the levels Ek of the tower for f are
uniformly bounded away from 0, we can choose D so small so that
(130) φ2M,k ◦ f−k± |[cj−D,cj] ≡ λ−kκk2Mφ2M,0 ◦ f−k± , ∀ 1 ≤ k ≤ 2M .
By Lemma 5.2, if M in the admissible pair (M, t) is sufficiently large, it follows
that
φ2M,M˜ ◦ f−M˜± (x) ≥ λ−M˜κM˜2MC−11 , ∀x ∈ [cj −D, cj ] .
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Thus, by possibly slightly increasing the constant C˜ > 1, by the construction of
AD, we get the following lower bound for (125) when k = M˜ :
λM˜
∫ 1
c
AD(f
M˜ (x))φ
2M,M˜
(x) dx ≥ λM˜
∫
f−M˜+ ([cj−D/2,cj])
1
3
φ
2M,M˜
(x) dx
≥ 1
3
κM˜2MC
−1
1 |f−M˜+ ([cj −D/2, cj])| ≥
1
3
κM˜2MC
−1
1 C
−1
√
D/2|(fM˜−1)′(c1)|−1/2
≥ C˜−2|t|1/2 ,
where in the last inequality we used the lower bounds (129) and (68). Observe that
the constant C˜ does not depend on D.
Next, consider the case when ck,t and ck are both local minima for f
k
t and f
k,
respectively (and 1 ≤ k ≤M satisfies ck = cj). By a similar reasoning as above, we
see that (125) is nonnegative, for all H(δ) ≤ k ≤ M , and we find H(δ) < M˜ < M
such that (125), when k = M˜ , is bounded from below by a constant (independent
on D) times |t|1/2. If we consider the branches f−k− then, we see that the terms
corresponding to (125) are still nonnegative for all H(δ) ≤ k ≤M .
For the lower bound, it only remains to show that the terms corresponding to
0 ≤ k < H(δ) can be neglected. For 0 ≤ k < H(δ), we see immediately that the
absolute values of (125) are bounded from above by a constant times
(131) λk‖A′D‖L∞ |ck − ck,t|‖φ2M,k‖L∞ | ∪s∈{0,t} supp(AD ◦ fks φ2M,k)|
≤ CΛH(δ)/2‖φ2M,0‖L∞D−1/2|t| .
Hence, if |t| is sufficiently small, the terms corresponding to 0 ≤ k < H(δ) can be
neglected.
Regarding the upper bound in Proposition 5.1, we need only to consider the terms
when H(δ) ≤ k ≤M . For H(δ) ≤ k ≤ M˜ , doing a similar estimate as in (131), we
derive that the absolute values of (125) are bounded from above by a constant times
D−1/2Λk/2|t|. Thus, by (129) and (81), the sum of these terms is bounded above
by a constant times |t|1/2. If M˜ ≤ k ≤M (and ck = cj), then only the first term on
the left hand side of (125) is non-zero. As in the estimate (128), the sum over these
terms can be estimated from above by a constant times Λ−M/2D1/2Λ(M−M˜)/2. By
the definitions of M˜ and M , we see that DΛM−M˜ is bounded from above by a
constant. Thus, the contribution of these last terms is also of the order |t|1/2. 
Appendix A. Proof of the key estimate Proposition 2.4
In order to prove Proposition 2.4, we recall useful notations from [12] needed to
show variants of tower estimates in [12]. Let ft be a good map, and let fˆt be the
associated tower map as defined in § 2.2. To simplify the writing we assume t = 0
and remove t from the notation. For each x ∈ I we define inductively an infinite
non decreasing sequence
0 = S0(x) ≤ T1(x) < S1(x) ≤ · · · < Si(x) ≤ Ti+1(x) < Si+1(x) ≤ . . . ,
with Si(x) and Ti(x) ∈ N ∪ {∞} as follows: Put T0(x) = S0(x) = 0 for every
x ∈ I. Let i ≥ 1 and assume recursively that Sj(x) and Tj(x) have been defined
for j ≤ i− 1. Then, we set (as usual, we put inf ∅ =∞)
Ti(x) = inf{j ≥ Si−1(x) | |f j(x)| ≤ δ} .
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If Ti(x) =∞ for some i ≥ 1, then we set Si(x) =∞. Otherwise, either fTi(x)(x) =
c, and then we put Si(x) = ∞, or fTi(x)(x) ∈ Ij for some j ≥ H(δ), and we put
Si(x) = Ti(x) + j.
Note that if Ti(x) <∞ for some i ≥ 1 then
fˆ j(x, 0) /∈ E0 , Ti(x) + 1 ≤ j ≤ Si(x)− 1 ,
fˆ ℓ(x, 0) ∈ E0 , Si−1(x) ≤ ℓ ≤ Ti(x) .
If Ti0(x) = ∞ for i0 ≥ 1, minimal with this property, then fˆ ℓ(x, 0) ∈ E0 for all
ℓ ≥ Si0−1 (that is, |f ℓ(x)| > δ for all ℓ ≥ Si0−1).
In other words, Ti is the beginning of the i-th bound period and Si− 1 is the end
of the i-th bound period, 16 and if Si < Ti+1 then Si is the beginning of the i+1-th
free period (which ends when the i+ 1-th bound period starts).
For consistency, we also set Si − Ti = 0 if Si = Ti = ∞, and Ti − Si−1 = 0 if
Si−1 = Ti =∞, and, for all x ∈ I, we put (f∞)′(x) :=∞ and f∞(x) := c1.
The following lemma gives expansion at the end of the free period Ti − 1 (just
before climbing the tower), at the end Si−1 of the bound period (after falling from
the tower), and during the free period (when staying at level zero).
Lemma A.1 (Tower expansion for good maps). Let f be a (λc, H0)-Collet–Eck-
mann map, polynomially recurrent of exponent α > 0 for the same H0. For every
small enough δ0 > 0, if δ < δ0, ρ > 1, and C0 are so that (7) and (8) hold, letting
Si(x) and Ti(x) be the times associated to the tower for δ and L, then
(132) |(fSi(x))′(x)| ≥ ρSi(x) , |(fTi(x))′(x)| ≥ C0ρTi(x) , ∀x ∈ I , ∀i ≥ 0 ,
and
|(fSi(x)+j)′(x)| ≥ C0δρSi(x)ρj , ∀x ∈ I , ∀i ≥ 0 , ∀0 ≤ j < Ti+1(x) − Si(x) .
Proof of Lemma A.1. Choose δ0 > 0 small enough so that H(δ), for all δ < δ0, is
large enough so that
(133) C0
1
CL3/2
j−β/2λ
j−1
2
c ≥ ρj , ∀j ≥ H(δ) ,
where C is the constant in (19). The rest of the proof is exactly like for [12,
Lemma 3.5], we recall it for the convenience of the reader: Let x ∈ I. For any ℓ ≥ 1,
the definitions imply fSℓ−1(x)+k(x) ∈ I \ [−δ, δ] for all 0 ≤ k < Tℓ(x) − Sℓ−1(x)
and fTℓ(x)(x) ∈ Ij with j = Sℓ(x)− Tℓ(x) ≥ H(δ). Therefore, (19), combined with
(133), and (8) give for all i ≥ 0
|(fSi)′(x)| =
i∏
ℓ=1
|(fSℓ(x)−Tℓ(x))′(fTℓ(x)x)||(fTℓ(x)−Sℓ−1(x))′(fSℓ−1(x)x)| ≥ ρSi(x) ,
and
|(fTi)′(x)| = |(fTi(x)−Si−1(x))′(fSi−1(x)x)||(fSi)′(x)| ≥ C0ρTi(x)−Si(x)ρSi(x) .
Using in addition (7), we get, for 0 ≤ j ≤ Ti+1(x)− Si(x),
|(fSi(x)+j)′(x)| = |(f j)′(fSi(x)(x))||(fSi )′(x)| ≥ C0δρjρSi(x) .

16Bound period refers to the fact that the orbit is bound to the postcritical orbit.
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Proof of Proposition 2.4. This proof is very similar to that of [12, Proposition 3.7],
we give it for the convenience of the reader. Fix j ≥ 1. Since the summands are
all positive, we may (and shall) group them in a convenient way, using the times
Ti := Ti(cj+1) and Si := Si(cj+1) for a small enough δ. We have
∞∑
k=j+1
1
|(fk−j)′(f j(c1))|
=
∞∑
i=0
1
|(fSi)′(cj+1)|uTi+1−Si(f
Si(cj+1)) +
∞∑
i=1
1
|(fTi)′(cj+1)|uSi−Ti(f
Ti(cj+1)) ,
where we use the notation un(y) =
∑n
ℓ=1
1
|(fℓ)′(y)|
. (In particular u0 ≡ 0.) Since
Ti+1 − Si = T1(fSi(cj+1)), Lemma A.1 implies
uTi+1−Si(f
Si(cj+1)) ≤ C
C0δ(1 − ρ−1) ,
(in particular the series converges if n = Ti+1 − Si = ∞). Since f ′′(c) 6= 0, the
polynomial recurrence assumption (5) implies for all i
|f ′(fTi(cj+1))| = |f ′(fTi+j(c1))| ≥ C−1(Ti + j)−α .
Therefore, the bounded distortion estimate (15) in the proof of Lemma 2.3 gives,
together with the Collet–Eckmann assumption, 17
uSi−Ti(f
Ti(cj+1)) ≤ 1|f ′(fTi(cj+1))|
∞∑
ℓ=0
C
|(f ℓ)′(c1)| ≤
C3
(1− λ−1c )
(Ti + j)
α .
By Lemma A.1 we have |(fSi)′(cj+1)| ≥ ρSi and |(fTi)′(cj+1)| ≥ C0ρTi . There-
fore, there exists constants C1, C2 so that
∞∑
k=j+1
1
|(fk−j)′(f j(c1))| ≤ C1δ
−1jα
[ ∞∑
i=0
ρ−Si +
∞∑
i=1
ρ−TiTαi
]
≤ C2δ−1jα .

Appendix B. Spectral properties of the transfer operators L̂t
Recall that ft is assumed good. We prove Proposition 3.6:
Proof. Let c(δ) be as in (7). For ψˆ ∈ B, our assumptions on the ξj ensure that
(L̂(ψˆ))k ∈ W 11 for all k ≥ 1, with (L̂(ψˆ))k supported in the desired interval, and
that (L̂(ψˆ))0 is supported in the desired interval.
Note that for any interval U (not necessarily containing the support of ψj), using
the Sobolev embedding,
(134) sup
U
|ψj | ≤ min(C‖ψ′j‖L1 ,
∫
U
|ψ′j | dx+ |U |−1
∫
U
|ψj | dx) .
Since ξℓ is unimodal if it is not ≡ 1, for each ℓ ≥ 1 there exist vℓ > uℓ in Bℓ so
that, setting Jℓ = {x ∈ supp(ψj) | x ≤ uℓ} ∪ {x ∈ supp(ψℓ) | x ≥ vℓ},∫
Bℓ
|ξ′ℓψℓ| dx =
∫
x≤uℓ
ξ′ℓ|ψℓ| dx−
∫
x≥vℓ
ξ′ℓ|ψℓ| dx ≤ 2 sup
Jℓ
|ψℓ|(135)
17The constant C above depends on [sup1≤j<H0 λc/|(fj)′(c1)|1/j ]H0 . By Proposition 2.1, this
expression is uniform for suitable families ft.
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Therefore, for all k ≥ 1, using also (134),
‖(L̂(ψˆ))′k‖L1 ≤
3C
λ
‖ψ′k−1‖L1 .(136)
More generally, for 1 ≤ n ≤ k,
‖(L̂n(ψˆ))′k‖L1 ≤
3Cn
λn
‖ψ′k−n‖L1 .(137)
If |ψk(y)| > 0 then |f j(y) − cj | ≤ j−β/L for all j ≤ k. If ξk(f−(k+1)± (x)) < 1
then |x − ck+1| ≥ L−3(k + 1)−β. Thus, changing variables in the integrals, using
(135) for the terms involving ξ′k for k ≥ 0, and recalling (19), (20), (29) and (31)
from Lemma 2.5 and its proof, we see that (L̂(ψˆ))0 belongs to W 11 and
‖(L̂(ψˆ))′0‖L1 ≤ Cc(δ)−1(‖ψ′0‖L1 + ‖ψ0‖L1 + sup |ψ0|)(138)
+ C
∑
k≥H(δ)
λkk1+2α+β/2
|(fk+1)′(c1)|1/2 (‖ψ
′
k‖L1 + sup |ψk|+ ‖ψk‖L1) .
In view of (50) and (134), we have proved that L̂ is bounded on B.
Observe that ν(ψˆ) =
∑
k
∫
Bk
|ψk(x)|w(x, k) dx is finite if ψˆ ∈ B: Indeed, ψk
is supported in Jk which decays exponentially according to (22), and we may use
the bound λ < λ
1/2
c from (50). So ν is an element of the dual of B. The fact
that L̂∗(ν) = ν can easily be proved using the change of variables formula (see [12,
(85)]). Note for further use that L̂∗(ν) = ν implies
(139) ν(|L̂N (ψˆ)|) ≤ ν(L̂N (|ψˆ|)) = ν(|ψˆ|) .
Furthermore, note that ν(|ψˆ|) = ‖ψˆ‖BL1 .
We next estimate the spectral and essential spectral radii of L̂ on B. Using (135)
and the overlap control of fuzzy intervals (see Remark 3.5), it is not very difficult
(this may be done exactly like in Appendix B of [12], since our overlap control is
in fact much better) to adapt the proof of [13, Sublemma in Section 4] to show
inductively that for any Θ < Θ0, there exists C, and for all n there exists C(n), so
that
(140) ‖(L̂n(ψˆ))′0(x)‖L1(I) ≤ CΘ−n‖ψˆ‖B + C(n)‖ψˆ‖BL1 .
Recalling (137), and using (139), up to slightly decreasing Θ, one then finds C′ so
that for all n ≥ 1 (see the proof of [13, Variation Lemma in Section 4])
(141) ‖L̂n(ψˆ)‖B ≤ C′Θ−n‖ψˆ‖B + C′‖ψˆ‖BL1 .
Since (52), (22), and (50) imply that the length of the support of ψk is (much)
smaller than λ−2k, we find ‖ψˆ‖BL1 ≤ ‖ψˆ‖BL1 + Cλ−M‖ψˆ‖BW11 for all M ≥ 1 (we
used again the Sobolev embedding to estimate the supremum by the W 11 norm).
Finally, since Rellich–Kondrachov implies that BW 11 is compactly included in
BL1 (the total length is bounded, even up to λk-expansion at kevel k, by (22)), the
Lasota–Yorke estimate (141) together with Hennion’s theorem [20] give the claimed
bound on essential spectral radius of L̂ on B = BW 11 . This ends the proof of the
claims on the essential spectral radius in Proposition 3.6.
We now describe the eigenvalues of modulus 1:
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The bound (141) implies that the spectral radius of L̂ on B is at most one,
and thus equal to one (since the essential spectral radius is strictly smaller than
one while 1 is an eigenvalue of the dual operator). Since L̂t is a nonnegative
operator with spectral radius equal to 1 and essential spectral radius strictly smaller
than 1, classical results of Karlin [21, pp. 933-935, Thm 27] (using for K the
lattice of continuous functions, with ψˆ1 ≥ ψˆ2 if ψ1,k(x) ≥ ψ2,k(x) for all x and k),
imply that its eigenvalues of modulus one are a finite set of roots of unity e2ıjπ/P ,
j = 0, . . . , P − 1 for some P ≥ 1. In addition, the eigenfunctions for the eigenvalue
1 are nonnegative. If φˆ is a (nonnegative) fixed point normalised by ν(φˆ) = 1, we
have
∫
I φdx =
∫
I Π(φˆ) dx = 1. Recalling (62), we get that L(Π(φˆ)) = φ, so that
Π(φˆ) ∈ L1 is indeed the invariant density of f . Since this density is unique and
ergodic, the eigenvalue at 1 is simple, and therefore also the eigenvalues of modulus
1 are also simple. If ft is mixing, then f
j
t is ergodic for all j ≥ 1, so the only
eigenvalue of modulus one is 1. Otherwise, let Pt ≥ 2 be the renormalisation period
and let φj,t and νj,t be the eigenvectors of L̂t and L̂∗t , respectively for e2ıjπ/Pt .
It is not difficult to check that maxj ‖φˆj,t‖BW11 and maxj ‖νj,t‖(BL1)∗ are bounded
uniformly in t (using for example the special structure of maximal eigenvectors of
a positive operator [21, p. 933–934]).
It only remains to show that φˆ0 ∈ W 21 if f is C4. For this, take ψˆ so that ψk = 0
for all k ≥ 1 and ψ0 is C∞, of Lebesgue average 1 (we can even take ψ0 constant
in a neighbourhood of [c2, c1]), and use that
(142)
1
k
k−1∑
n=0
L̂n(ψˆ)
converges to φˆ in the BW 11 norm as n→∞. We claim that ‖(L̂n(ψˆ))0‖W 31 ≤ C for
all n. Adapting the proof of (21), one shows
sup
x∈fk(Ik)
∣∣∣∣∂3x 1|(fk)′(f−k± (x))|
∣∣∣∣ ≤ C k8α|(fk−1)′(c1)|1/2
if α > 1 and β < 2α. Then, in view of (5), one can exploit (in addition to the
properties already used in the proof of the Lasota–Yorke estimates for theW 11 norm
in Proposition 3.6) the properties (61) of ξ′′k , ξ
′′′
k to adapt (152) in [12, Appendix
B] (noting also that ψˆ|ω = 0 if the interval ω is in some level Ek with k > 0). Note
that (135) is not needed, since we only look at the component of L̂n(ψˆ) at level
0. Details are straightforward and left to the reader. To conclude, use that if a
sequence converging to φˆ0 in W
1
1 (I) has bounded W
3
1 (I) norms, then φˆ0 ∈ W 21 (I)
by Rellich–Kondrachov (using (22) again). 
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